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COLLECTION WINTER 2018/19 – INTRODUCTION
„SATISFACTION!“
First  ascent of the Eight Thousand and f irst  t ime in he Himalayas. 
And what a success! The SATISFACTION route. The name of this new route on the ‚Eight‘ 
after the last number of months resonates with the whole Directalpine team. For me 
personally it‘s a fascinating event, outstanding not just on a Czech level but  even at 
world level. And it was achieved by one of our ambassadors – Zdeňek Hák alias 
„Háček“(The Hook). Our boy Zdeňek, along with Mára Holeček completed their years-
long project - the demanding first ascent of the Eight Thousand  and in alpine style! 
For me it wonderfully fulfills the idea of  applying the pure alpine style under extreme 
Himalayan conditions. In mountaineering there‘s probably nothing purer and more 
authentic. It‘s exactly why I love mountains so much. We‘re there on our own, just me my 
partner on the line and that hill before us.

And after Háček got back he comes and tells me:
„Hey, I took some gear there that I knew I could trust 
and that wouldn‘t let me down whatever the situation....
CASCADE.....What to say? My favorite pants. I use them all 
year round, so on the Gash they went with me. Clearly a 
basic pair of pants for everything from traveling by plane 
through to the approach trek, base camp, and as the main 
pants the whole time. I hardly took them off. Comfortable, 
good breathability, I don‘t sweat in them, they‘re light, 
quick drying. What more to say? A superb pair of pants! Up 
the top, just pulled a pair of MIDIs over them and sorted! 
All for less than eight thousand crowns ($360).Yeah..and 
those gloves, WALLIS, excellent! Just the job! Not until 
really high up did I have to change to feather down ones. 
All these things...
Great work guys and a big thank you!”

If there was anything to convince me that at Directalpine we‘re doing things right, it was this conversation. 
Once again, I want to take this opportunity to congratulate both guys on their incredible endeavor. For Háček, what makes it an even bigger 
achievement is that it was his first attempt at the Eight Thousand and he managed it straight off, first time! 

The funny thing is that only a few days before they left, this crazy guy was on a solo climb up the Ortler. And then, only a few days after we 
got home he packs his things and sets off with a client on a tour of the Piz Bernina. „Gotta go to work“ he says.

Zdenek Hak

DIRECTALPINE AMBASSADOR

Gasherbrum I (8 080 m)

New route „SATISFACTION“
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It‘s fantastic to be working with this kind of people 
and to be friends with them and I‘m proud to know them and that they test my products - 
things I‘ve thought up and crafted to perfection. And when such masters as these praise 
them - that‘s satisfaction indeed!
It‘s a great reward for me to see that customers from all over Europe believe in our 
products. And for me that‘s a personal commitment. Our customers – mountain climbers, 
skiers, in fact all outdoor enthusiasts- won‘t be let down. 
Just like a good friend won‘t let you down. And I firmly believe that Direct alpine clothing 
will also be just such a good friend to you too.

                                                                                                                                    Yours,  Radek Nováček

P.S. Like all our collections this one is full of changes and innovation. We‘ve added new 
colors and attractive rejuvenating color combinations into our Limited 

Edition range and we‘re gradually moving over to a new style of cut. For 
years our products have been recognizable by the safe, harmonious 

oval line cut of the parts. 
We‘ve decided on a bold change which is certain to contribute 
to the success of all this year‘s new additions; extra cuts and 
seams, dividing lines and a new, geometrically more angular 
design. Vertical lines extending up to the shoulder, reinforcing 
the figure‘s optical appearance, evoking growing energy. In 

short, it‘s a new face to our construction and one you‘re sure 
to appreciate.

In this way we want to bring to our products an optical 
dynamism, progression and a slightly more aggressive feel. 
We want to visually emphasize the technical aspect of these garments. In further collections we are going to bring innovations to 
our other products too and I believe that in this way we can bring a visually younger look to our products. Top quality functionality 
and a developed cut will of course stay – we play around with every millimeter of thread, seam and zip. Every model is derived from 
dozens of prototypes before we come to a final design that we can introduce to you.

 I believe that you will be just as satisfied with the new Direct alpine style as we are ourselves.

Bivouac - Gasherbrum

Marek Holecek

Zdenek Hak

Radek Novacek, owner & designer,
Mt. McKinley
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The Mountain Top Serie of technical models is intended  
for demanding activities in mountain conditions, for expeditions  
and for other extreme activities. During the development of this 
clothing we stress maximum utility value, comfort of movement  
and protection of the user. We use the latest technology  
and cutting-edge components, and we carefully select intelligent, 
multifunctional materials which guarantee excellent properties and 
parameters even at relatively low weights. We focus maximum 
attention on the overall processing of the models and their cut.   
The characteristic traits of this range are the technical design, 
functional accessories, details for the given use and practical 
colours. For our customers the products of the Mountain Top Serie 
represent their assurance in the mountains, on expeditions, on cliffs 
or for regular outdoor use. They know that they can always rely on 
them!

The Mountain Top Serie represents the traditional values  
of the brand DIRECTALPINE – uncompromising quality, 
functionality and reliability.
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material: weight: 447 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS Dry Shell - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high abrasion resistance functional fabric 100% PAD (Nylon T66), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
2-layer - membrane: high breathable hydrophilic monolithic membrane (7 micrometers) - 25.000 mm H2O/40.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: Dry Mesh 3DS 78 % PES + 22 % Nylon (PAD), 3D bi-component circular knit wicking mesh
Hood, chest pockets, hips: GELANOTS HB 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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„Revolt 2017 - D.A. Test Team“

A flagship of the Directalpine collection. A top quality 
technical jacket for the most demanding mountain 
activities in a new improved design. Comfortable, stretch 
hardshell with a revolutionary technological 3D membrane 
providing very high breathability. The deliberately simple 
construction of this garment eliminates the risk of damage 
and, thanks to the high quality cut, it hangs extremely well. 
The shoulders have now been reinforced with tough, fray-
resistant protectors. Reliability, comfort, low weight and 
packability are the leading features of this unique jacket 
which can be used all year round for mountain climbing, 
VHT, hiking and skiing.

The comfortable finely-worked hood is incorporated into the high-
protection collar and can be adjusted horizontally and vertically. 
It is big enough to go over a helmet and doesn‘t obstruct  vision or 
limit head movement.

Two zipped side pockets which can 
also be used as ventilation slits.

Shoulder panels reinforced with 
highly fray- resistant protectors 
with logo.

Two big bellows breast pockets.

Shaped front bottom edge for 
comfortable leg movement.

Light side panels to save weight.

Uses materials with 
wonderful breathability.

Central zip with a two-way zip 
and protective inner hem.

Anatomically shaped sleeves 
with adjustable cuffs.

The bottom edge can be adjusted 
with a simple elastic drawcord 
(sleeves also).

Raised front edge of the 
collar to protect the face.

cut

Laboratory test - Gelanots DryShell Breathability - Gelanots DryShell
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material: weight: 540 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES
Hood, pocket: GELANOTS HB 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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Hardshell jacket designed for the most demanding climatic conditions. Ideal 
for expedition enthusiasts, mountain climbing, ski alpinism, mountain hiking, 
hiking, skiing. The material guarantees maximum protection against water 
and wind with excellent permeability. Technical, close-fitting, anatomical 
design with a minimum of seams for unlimited movement and perfect 
fit. Functionality and simplicity eliminate malfunction and are important 
requirements for even the most demanding activities. Combination of quality 
materials and appropriate technology provides maximal functionality while 
maintaining a low weight. This „legendary“ model has been around for 18 
years, produced in various generations, and thousands of travelers have 
lived their dreams thanks to this reliable mountain jacket. 

• Devil Alpine used by

mountain rescues service :

Anatomically formed sleeves 
for freedom of arm movement. 
Shaped cuffs with Velcro 
adjustment.

Thanks to the asymmetric main zipper there is no rough 
strengthening across the face (the chin and the mouth) like 
in the case of standard straight main zippers. In addition 
zipper freezing by frozen exhaled air is eliminated.

Practical, large, easy to access pocket on 
chest. Zip pocket inside with outlet for 
electric cables. 
Additional pocket on left shoulder.

Side zip entrances accessible also when 
carrying a backpack - allow access to the 
lower layers while venting the body. 
Pit zips for ventilation.

Bottom edge adjustable one-handed 
with elastic cord 
(even when wearing gloves).

Outer zips waterproof. 
Central zip and zip of the main 
pocket reinforced for extra stability.

Recco signal reflector.

The front part is shortened and 
shaped for free movement of thighs 
during ascending. Extended backside. 

Possibility to open the jacket 
on the right side for enhanced 
mobility or when sitting down.

Underarm zippers for ventilation.
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material: weight: 700 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES
Waist, calf: GELANOTS HB 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Reinforcements: Kevlar 87 % PAD + 13 % aramid (PAD)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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Markus Pucher - Aguja Guillaumet (Patagonia)
(Directalpine test team)

Hardshell trousers with exellent breathable membrane, designed for the most 
demanding climatic conditions. Ideal for expedition enthusiasts, mountain climbing, 
ski alpinism, mountain hiking, hiking, skiing. Functionality and simplicity eliminate 
malfunction and are important requirements for even the most demanding activities. 
The material guarantees maximum protection against water and wind with excellent 
permeability. Combination of quality materials and appropriate technology provides 
maximal functionality while maintaining a low weight. This „legendary“ model has 
been around for 18 years produced in various product generations. Thousands of 
travelers have lived their dreams thanks to these dependable mountain pants. 

• Devil Alpine used by

mountain rescues service :

Trouser-legs strengthened 
on the ankles with abrasion-
resistant material.

Full-leg two-way zips with inner covering flaps. 
Spiral zips turned towards the back for easier use 
and decreased possibility of damage.

Practical front pocket 
under the waistband. Fly has a water-resistant two-way zip.

Thigh bellow pocket with 
a durable zip.

Detachable braces.

Shaped knee panels.

Gaiters incorporated into the trouser-legs. 
Adjustable ankle-bands. 

High waistband with back protection
and adjustable on sides with Velcro.
Waistband with anti-slip elastic inside.

Recco signal reflector.

Excellent permeability. 
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material: weight: 416 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS HB - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES
Reinforced shoulders, chest pocket, back, rims of sleeves and collar: 
GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

guide

  black / anthracite          red / anthracite          blue / anthr. / gold          blue / blue / gold               gold / blue                     green / blue
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  limited edition
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Our bestseller, now in an new, improved design! 
This top quality protective jacket for the most demanding 
exertions has been given an adjusted cut and a more 
resistant material used for the collar and cuffs to give it a 
longer user life. Guide is the ideal jacket for mountaineering, 
hiking and alpine skiing. It has minimal weight and, at 
the same time, the durability of classic hardshell. The 
combination of resistant materials, minimal weight, precise 
anatomically-fitting cut, a range of technical details and the 
use of modern technology makes this the ideal functional 
back-up jacket that will never let you down.  Assuredness, 
comfort and protection against inclement weather for all 
your adventures in the wild.

cut

Uses materials with 
wonderful breathability.

Shaped bottom edge for 
comfortable leg movement, 
extended rear part.

Anatomically shaped sleeves 
with adjustable, reinforced cuffs.

Central two-way zip with 
protective inner hem.

Side vents which are easily reachable even when wearing a 
backpack, zips extending into the front part giving access 
to base layer pockets.

Firm hood with multidirectional adjustment, 
can be pulled over a helmet.

Raised front collar to protect the face, ventilation 
openings, an asymmetrical central zip which doesn‘t 
touch the face, the unzipped insert can be secured 
(by magnets) to the inside of the hood.

Large bellows front pocket, one inner zip pocket, 
an additional pocket on the sleeve with a space 
for a Recco signal reflector.

Back part elasticated at the 
waist to make it more figure 
hugging at the back.
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material: weight: 340 g (M)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS HB - Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan)    
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer - membrane: GELANOTS - 20.000 mm H2O/39.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: 100% PES

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

guide lady

                   black                                   red                                    blue                                   gold
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A new version of this bestseller, GUIDE LADY is the top quality 
technical jacket every woman should have; a clear choice for trips to 
the mountains, alpine skiing or demanding treks. The main features 
of this model are minimal weight, great packability and, at the same 
time, as long-lasting and robust as a classic three-layer hardshell. 
The wonderful parameters of the membrane and backed seams 
keeps it waterproof. The jacket has a precise, anatomically fitting cut, 
a range of technical details and makes use of modern technology. 
All this makes it a top quality mountain jacket even for extreme 
conditions. A model for the active woman who lives for the outdoors 
and wants to feel good in every kind of weather.

       cut Firm hood with multidirectional 
adjustment, can be pulled over a helmet.

Shaped collar front, an asymmetrical central zip which 
doesn‘t touch the face, the unzipped insert can be 
secured (by magnets) to the inside of the hood.Central two-way zip with 

an inner protective hem.  

Two large front pockets, one inner zip pocket, an 
additional pocket on the sleeve to hold a Recco 
signal reflector (a device to aid mountain rescue 
searchers in case of avalanche).

Side vents easily accessible even when wearing a 
backpack. Zips extending into the front panel giving 
access to pockets in the base layer.

Uses materials with 
wonderful breathability.

Anatomically shaped sleeves 
with adjustable cuffs.

Extended rear part.

YKK zippers 

Additional pocket on the sleeve
Recco signal reflector Packed jacket

Asymmetrical central zip which doesn‘t 
touch the face

Asymmetrical central zip - can be secured 
by magnets.
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black / black                      black / blue                black / blue / gold 

material: weight: 470 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated DERMIZAX
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - membrane: DERMIZAX - 20.000 mm H2O / 8.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer - inner: 100% PAD 
Reinforcements: Kevlar 87 % PAD + 13 % aramid (PAD)
100% sealed seams

colours: black

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 620 g (L)

Base: Softshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsuscho (Japan)
1-layer: high strenght functional stretch fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer: membrane 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer: microfleece 100% PES
Sleeves, hips, hood: GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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Very lightweight upper reserve pants with excellent 
compressibility. A high quality functional 3-layer 
laminate with the weight of a two and a half 
layer one, with significantly higher lifespan and 
resilience. Comfortable and stretchy material. 
Technical treatment and details allowing 
year-round seasonal use. Ideal reserve pants for 
mountain hiking, mountain climbing, ski touring 
and all outdoor activities.

Protective outer jacket with outstanding characteristics and a very light weight. 
Developed for demanding activities and for harsh weather conditions. You will be able 
to enjoy it all-year-round while climbing, ski-touring, mountaineering, hiking or skiing. 
A high degree of comfort thanks to the used material and its improved design. The 
hybrid combination of stretch softshell and a 3-layer laminate additionally increases 
the functionality of the product. The inner layer of the sandwich is principally made 
from a stretch fabric a high-quality terry cloth material (polyester yarn) with an 
increased transmission capacity for the removal of inner vapour. Anatomically 
comfortable, exact fit, simple 
design with important details, 
top technology and material 
constitute an excellent technical 
model. 

Fly with water-repellent zip 
with two way sliders.

Inner side of knees reinforced 
with wear-resistant fabric.

Lower edge of legs with circumference 
regulation, sufficiently wide to fit even over 
ski boots, with additional securing hook for 

clipping the lower part onto laces.

Water-repellent side zips asymmetrically 
moved to the rear parts (elimination of damage) 
allowing ventilation and, most importantly, 
allowing the pants to be put on over boots 
(including ski boots).

One zip pocket which also serves 
as a practical transport pocket 
when the pants are rolled up.

Comfortable elastic waistband 
with possibility to use belt, 
clip-on braces.

All seams are sealed. 
Seams are sealed with a covering 
tape on the outer side. 
All laminated zips are waterproof.

Anatomically shaped sleeves allowing 
unrestricted arm movement. Adjustable 

rim of the shaped sleeve. 

Bottom rim with one hand 
adjustment; elastic rubber 

cord fixed inside the jacket.

Zipped ventilation of armpits 
also allow access to inner 

layers of clothing.

The hood can be pulled over the 
helmet; all-directional adjustment.

Two zipped crosswise pouch pockets on the chest. 
Additional zipped pocket laminated on upper part 

of sleeve.

Sufficiently extended backside; 
front part shorter 

to ease legs lifting.

Packed pants

„On Gash I took with me things from Direct that I know and use, and I knew 
they wouldn‘t disappoint in any situation...  I tell you, on the Gash these pants 

really surprised me! I originally wanted to do the whole route in classic 
DEVIL ALPINEs but then I decided to try and cut down on weight and save a 

few grams. So I plumped for MIDI. I really put them through the mill but they 
stood the test!! To tell you the truth, I was very surprised at how much they 
stood up to and how well they are cut (which, for that matter, all your pants 
are). Yeah, they picked up a small hole from crampons. I was pretty tough on 
them, but then again, as always, it only costs a few crowns to repair them, 

doesn‘t it? MIDI were the biggest positive surprise of the trip when it comes to 
equipment. A big thank-you for these great pants!”

Tested by mountain guide (UIAGM) Zdeňek Hák on the  
SATISFACTION -GASHERBRUM I expedition. 
Háček says:

Mountain-W18-19.indd   8 10.11.2017   14:51:50
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black / black      black / blue

material: weight: 620 g (L)

Base: Softshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsuscho (Japan)
1-layer: high strenght functional stretch fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer: membrane 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer: microfleece 100% PES
Sleeves, hips, hood: GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 670 g (L)

Base: Softshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsuscho (Japan)
1-layer: high strenght functional stretch fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer: membrane 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer: microfleece 100% PES
Other: GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Reinforcements: Kevlar 87 % PAD + 13 % aramid (PAD)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

eiger eiger lady

material: weight: 640 g (M)

Base: Softshell 3-layer laminated GELANOTS - Made by Toyota Tsuscho (Japan)
1-layer: high strenght functional stretch fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly) 
2-layer: membrane 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer: microfleece 100% PES
Other: GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Reinforcements: Kevlar 87 % PAD + 13 % aramid (PAD)
100% sealed seams

colours: black

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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Protective outer trousers with excellent properties. A high degree of comfort thanks to the used materials and the design. The hybrid combination of a stretch softshell and a 3-layer laminate additionally increases the functionality of the 
product. The inner layer of the sandwich is principally made from a stretch fabric a high-quality terry cloth material (polyester yarn) with an increased transmission capacity for the removal of inner vapour. Anatomically comfortable, exact 
fit, simple design with important details, top technology and material constitute an excellent technical model. 

Two side zip pockets.

Strategically positioned 
stretch parts for heightened 
freedom of movement.

Integrated snow sleeves.

Covered adjustable zip 
in the bottom part.

Additional adjusment of shaped 
bottom edge with elastic pull cord 
and a hook to be fastened to boots.

Two side zip pockets.

Integrated snow sleeves.

All laminated zippers 
are waterproof.

Covered adjustable zip 
in the bottom part.

Anatomically shaped knees.
Anatomically shaped knees.

Fly with a waterproof zip 
with two-way sliders.

Strategically positioned 
stretch parts for heightened 
freedom of movement.

Velcro adjustable 
bottom edge.

Additional adjusment of 
shaped bottom edge with 
elastic pull cord and a hook to 
be fastened to boots.

Comfortable waistband 
with possibility to use belt, 
clip-on braces.

Comfortable waistband 
with possibility to use belt, 
clip-on braces.

Velcro adjustable 
bottom edge.

Mountain-W18-19.indd   9 10.11.2017   14:52:04
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material: weight: 316 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Insulation: Polartec Alpha 100% PES
Side panels, forearms, hood: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

alpha jacket

                  black                             blue / grey                       gold / blue                      green / blue
                                                                                                                                                limited edition
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Directalpine test team

A light and wonderfully packable jacket. Lined with an 
extremely light material, Pertex Quantum Air. The hood, sides 
and forearms are made from a tough, breathable material, 
Swing Cool. It has a modern, highly air-permeable elastic 
insulation material, Alpha Polartec. It now comes without a 
lining to reduce weight. The anatomical cut, in combination 
with these functional materials, creates a super standby 
insulated jacket particularly suitable for aerobic activity. 
Thanks to its wonderful wind resistance it ensures protection 
even in the most inclement climatic conditions, minimizing 
the loss of body temperature. A perfect, comfortable 
breathable jacket – a clear choice for mountaineers, alpine 
skiers or even for leisurely trips or any other kind of outdoor 
activity.

Two side zip pockets 
above the waist.

A close-fitting hood incorporated 
into the collar made from 
the material, Swing Cool.

Air-permeable elastic forearms 
from Swing Cool with practical 
elasticated ends.

Elastic side panels of Swing Cool 
material – snug fitting insulation.

A simple, easy to adjust 
elasticated drawstring in the 
bottom seam of the jacket.

Sleeves with under-arm inserts 
to give free arm movement.
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material: weight: 307 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Insulation: Polartec Alpha 100% PES
Side panels, forearms, hood: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), 
with Wicking Finish 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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  NEW

Directalpine test team

At last, now in a ladies version! Following on from the huge success of the 
men‘s ALPHA model, we now bring the comfort of Polartech Alpha insulation 
to our sporting female customers. The new BORA jacket – light as a feather, 
comfortable, wind-resistant, breathable and functional. The outer material,  
Pertex Quantum Air, is combined with a highly porous Polartec Alpha insulation 
layer. A perfect combination for energetic movement particularly in colder 
weather. An anatomical cut along with elasticated sides ensures that this jacket 
fits perfectly on the body. Great to use as a classic outer jacket but can also be 
used as an insulating second layer. This is just the model for every lady who 
likes strenuous winter mountain crossings, alpine skiing and ice climbing but 
can also be used for hiking, trekking or cross-country skiing.

Lightly insulated hood.

Lightly elasticated side parts 
for better figure-hugging fit.

Breathable elasticated 
underarm sections.

Two zip pockets.

Anatomically shaped sleeves 
with elasticated cuffs.

Reflective piping on the 
sleeves and pockets.

Reflective piping on the sleeves and 
pockets. Breathable elasticated underarm sections.
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material: weight: 391 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating,
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Insulation: Polartec Alpha 100% PES
Side panels, sleeves: brushed functional fabric 86 % PAD + 14 % PUR (235 g/m2) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

alpha active

                  black                                    blue                               blue / gold                      green / blue
                                                                                                                                                limited edition
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  NEW

This new addition to our collection is a must for every active outdoor 
enthusiast. Particularly ideal for alpine and cross-country skiers, 
climbers and high mountain hikers. This highly technical hybrid 
model is based on the concept of protecting and insulating the 
central part of the body with a light material, Pertex Air, with the 
extremely breathable insulating material Polartech Alpha, and light 
breathable side panels and sleeves. The result is a wonderfully 
fitting, light, insulated jacket giving ideal warmth, comfort and wind 
protection during activities in cold weather. At the same time it is 
very breathable and wicks away sweat from the body increasing 
wearer comfort. Great as a protective top layer against wind or as 
light insulation under a hardshell jacket.

Wonderfully fitting, light, 
insulated hood.

Two breast pockets and 
two zipped side pockets.

Free arm movement thanks to 
the elasticated, anatomically 
shaped sleeves.

Breathable elasticated 
panels in the sides.

Breathable elasticated panels in the sides.

A simple, easy to adjust 
elasticated drawstring in the 
bottom seam of the vest.
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material: weight: 191 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating,
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
Insulation: Polartec Alpha 100% PES
 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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Directalpine test team - Dachstein

An extraordinary light and very packable body warmer. The 
outer material is Pertex Microlight supplemented with highly 
durable Pertex Quantum on the collar and shoulders. Modern, 
elastic, highly breathable Alpha-Polartec insulation, now 
without a lining for reduced weight and even better aeration. 
Its anatomical cut, in combination with the functional materials 
used, creates a comfortable, light insulation layer particularly 
suitable for aerobic activities. Thanks to its wonderful wind 
resistance it ensures protection even in the most inclement 
climatic conditions, minimizing the loss of body temperature. 
A bodywarmer which you will be sure to want with you on 
any mountain trip, whether alpine sking, or on outings or as a 
wonderful, light backup for any kind of outdoor activity.

Two side zip pockets 
above the waist.

Anatomically shaped covering 
of shoulder joints to increase 
warmth and comfort.

Side panels without insulation 
for maximum weight reduction.

Soft, close-fitting, 
warm collar. 

A simple, easy to adjust 
elasticated drawstring in the 
bottom seam of the vest.
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material: weight: 505 g (L)

A - Base: Dynamic Soft Shell: 
1-layer - outer: 65 % Nylon (PAD) + 23 % PES + 12 % PUR - wind resistance, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES 
B - Sides, back: high strenght functional fabric 78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) + 12 % Lycra® (PUR) 
C - Hood, forearms: Cordura® WBL system - 46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly) 
- Fabric is ceritified as bluesign® approved
D - Shoulders, elbows: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR  

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

jorasses

                    black / grey                    black / blue             blue / black / gold              gold / blue
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A

B

C

D

C

Cordura

All-year-round sports jacket for active movement. It can also be used as 
base-layer insulation in colder conditions. A purpose-made hybrid combination 
of materials gives this garment increased functionality. This softshell jacket is 
perfect for sports activities in the countryside where its excellent breathability 
and high level of wind protection are most appreciated. Ideal for climbing, hiking, 
high-mountain hiking, MTB, cross-country skiing and alpine skiing. In short, a 
universal model for all outdoor activities. 

Hybrid System - different pieces 
of material have been put together 
in such a way as to cope with the 
physiological demands they are 
expected to withstand.

Anatomically shaped with a high 
collar and close-fitting hood.

Contrasting elastic 
inserts.

Functional side panels for better 
breathability and weight reduction.

Shoulders and elbows 
reinforced with fray-
resistant fibers.

Zip pockets not reaching down 
to the waist and supplementary 
breast pocket.

Shaped sleeves for free 
arm movement. 

Drawstring on the shaped 
bottom edge that can be 
adjusted with one hand.
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material: weight: 440 g (L)

A - Base: 23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % PES + 9 % PUR 
B - Back part, sleeve parts: 
Cordura® WBL system - 46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly) 
C - Sides, lower rim, sleeve parts: brushed functional fabric 86 % PAD + 14 % PUR (235 g/m2) 
D - Shoulders: high abrasion resistance softshell 3-layer laminate:
1-layer - outer: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 
2-layer - membrane: 5.000 mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: fleece 100% PES

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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B

A

C

D

The solution for all alpine skiers, climbers and mountaineers. A jacket for the real 
sportsperson. MISTRAL is a perfectly example of the ideal cut and an ingenious 
combination of functional materials. It is intended particularly for outdoor 
enthusiasts looking for a universal jacket for the widest range of demanding 
outdoor activities. The hybrid construction of this jacket cleverly combines two 
types of resistant softshell with Cordura: stronger one for higher protection 
and lighter one for weight-saving and packability. The shoulders are reinforced 
with stiffened, high-resistance material with a membrane. Elastic inserts in the 
sides and forearm ensure great mobility and maximum breathability. In short, 
Mistral is the perfect jacket for active sportspeople all year round. Alpine 
and cross-country skiing, climbing, cycling, hiking – maximum comfort 
wherever you are.

Comfortable high collar 
with adjustment.

Shoulders reinforced with 
high resistance fibers and 
with a membrane.

Elasticated bottom hem.

Light hood, suitable under a 
helmet, packs into the collar, 
secured with a zip.

Large breast pockets 
(for gloves, ski pass). Reflective stitching in 

the sides and sleeves.

Light hood, suitable under a helmet

Large breast pockets 
(for gloves, ski pass)

„Limited Edition“
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material: weight: 315 g (L)

Dynamic Soft Shell 2-layer laminate:
1-layer - outer: 65 % Nylon (PAD) + 23 % PES + 12 % PUR - wind resistance, 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - inner: 100% PES 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (SPORT FIT)

material: weight: 252 g (M)

Dynamic Soft Shell 2-layer laminate:
1-layer - outer: 65 % Nylon (PAD) + 23 % PES + 12 % PUR - wind resistance, 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - inner: 100% PES 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (SPORT FIT)

attack attack lady
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Universal sports vest for active movement during trekking, climbing, on a bike, ski alpinism, cross-country skiing. The comfortable barrier material with high level of permeability along with 
anatomically precise cut ensures sufficient protection, a high level of mobility and good weight. The internal transport layer of the material increases the physiological functionality of the model.

One-handed adjustment 
of shaped lower edge. 

Anatomical close-fitting collar with 
circumference adjustment and a practical 
elasticated gusset with zipper – it allows you to 
wear vest over another layers of clothing.

Close-fitting shaped armholes 
with elastic rim. 

Enlarged top breast zip pocket, large side zip 
pocket not reaching down to the waist. 

One additional internal mesh 
pocket with a strap to secure the 
contents of the pocket.

Enlarged top breast zip pocket, large side zip 
pocket not reaching down to the waist. 

One additional internal mesh pocket 
with a strap to secure the contents 

of the pocket.

Anatomical close-fitting 
collar.

Reflective details and logos for 
night identification.

Close-fitting shaped armholes 
with elastic rim. 

One-handed adjustment 
of shaped lower edge. 

Reflective details and logos for 
night identification.
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           black               blue / black         blue / green
                                                                    limited edition   black                 black / red             black / rose

material:
weight: men: 685 g (L)

lady: 605 g (M)

A - Base: Dynamic Softshell 2 layer laminate, support: Softshell 4 way Tex 3L (10.000/10.000), knees: Abrasion resistant 3L softshell (5.000/5.000)
1-layer - outer: 65 % Nylon (PAD) + 23 % PES + 12 % PUR - wind resistance, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - inner: 100% PES 
B - Rear: Softshell 4way Tex® 3 layer laminate, DWR
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR
2-layer - membrane: 4way Tex® - 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES
C - Reinforcements: high abrasion resistance softshell 3-layer laminate:
1-layer - outer: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 
2-layer - membrane: 5.000 mm H2O/5.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: fleece 100% PES
D - Pocket: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish

sizes: men: S, M, L, XL, XXL

lady: XS, S,  M, L, XL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
lady (REGULAR FIT)
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A

C

Dynamic softshell

B 4 WayTex

A Dynamic softshell

C

B 4 WayTex

D

Softshell pants, suitable for colder, windier conditions. Primarily intended for winter exercise in the mountains, particularly alpine skiing. Thanks to the arrangement of parts with different directions of stretchability these pants sit 
wonderfully and allow a high degree of movement. This hybrid combination of materials increases the physiological functionality of this model (Hybrid system). Thanks to the new lining they are lighter and better at wicking away 
sweat from the skin. Ideal pants for alpine skiing and other winter activities.

High waist, extended back, 
adjustable flexible waistline and 
non-tear velcro fastening.

Pants made from wind resistant, 
stretch fibers with an inner yarn 
designed to quickly wick away 
body moisture.

Fly with two-way zip.

Two zip pockets.

Practical thigh zip pocket

Anatomically shaped legs.

Resistant material with a 
membrane sewn into the seat.

Legs fitted with functional 
snow gaiters.

Pop-fastening 
suspenders.

Knee and inner bottom edge of the 
legs fitted with wear-resistant fibers 
with a membrane.

Reinforcements

Reinforcements

Long side zip
- Ventilation

Swing Cool

D Swing Cool

Two zip pockets.

Fly with two-way zip.

Anatomically shaped legs.

Knee and inner bottom edge of the 
legs fitted with wear-resistant fibers 
with a membrane.

Resistant material with a 
membrane sewn into the seat.

Pop-fastening 
suspenders.

Long side zip
- Ventilation
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material:
weight: men: 490 g (L)

lady: 400 g (M)

A - Base, Knees and back: 23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % Thermolite® (PES) + 9 % PUR 
B - Cordura® WBL system - 46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), 
DWR finish (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
C - functional fabric 86 % PAD + 14 % PUR (235 g/m2)
D - Knee, ankle support: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: men: S, M, L, XL, XXL
black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short
blue: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

lady: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
lady (REGULAR FIT)

cascade ladycascade plus

       black          darkgrey        greyblue              red                  blue          blue / green
                                                                                                                              limited edition        black          black / rose         red                 blue
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B

A

B

C

C

D

D Zesílení

Very comfortable, well-designed year-round trousers for the widest range of outdoor activities. Completely universal trousers, can be used very well for trekking, mountain climbing, climbing, 
hiking, cycling or everyday wear. They have long been a popular model, in particular because of the great and effective combination of functional materials and very well designed comfortable 
cut. Thanks to the combed bottom (inside) side of the basic parts ideal for whole year. Anatomically exact cut for unlimited mobility. Used fabrics with high elasticity and resistance. Hybrid 
combination of materials with fast-dry (vapour transportation) and thermo-insulating adjustment (maintaining body temperature). 

• CASCADE + CASCADE LADY Tested and used by 
professional Czech mountain guides, member 
of UIAGM:

Fly with two-way zip.

Comfortable waist, belt 
adjustment.

Two front and one side pocket 
(accessible even when wearing 
harness).

The basic mixed textile Cordura completed on 
the inside with combed polyester 
(warm and moisture absorbent).

Accessory materials – light 
Cordura and elastic combed 
knitwear.

Safety reflexive accessories and strips.
Elastic seam technology.
Abrasion-resistant material 
on knees and bottom rims.

Trousers with bottom edge regulation, 
covered side zipper and elastic wedge 
forcomfortable pulling over trekking 
boots.

Abrasion-resistant material 
on knees and bottom rims.

Bottom rim adjustment, side 
zip and elastic gusset. Hook 
for fastening to boots.
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material: weight: 355 g (L)

A - Base, Knees and back: High strenght functional fabric 78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR)
B - Cordura® WBL system - lightweight abrasion resistant fabric 
46 % Cordura® (PAD) + 32 % Tactel® (PES) + 14 % Lycra® (PUR) + 8 % Coolmax® (PES), DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
C - functional fabric 100% PES, 190 g/m2

D - Ankle support - 100% PAD

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: man (REGULAR FIT)

cascade light

black         darkgrey      greyblue           red               blue       blue / green 
                                                                                                            limited edition    
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A

B

C

D Zesílení

Oděruodolná prodyšná 
tkanina

A lighter version of our most successful technical pants, Cascade Plus. 
Thanks to the hybrid combination of lighter functional materials these 
are intended mainly for active movement. They are very suitable for 
skialp, mountaineering, trekking and for most outdoor activities. The 
leg endings have zips and elastic inserts allowing them to be pulled 
over ski-alpine boots. The anatomically precise cut gives unlimited 
movement. Treated fibers for quick drying, high flexibility and 
functionality ensure both user comfort and long user life.

Comfortable waist with 
adjustable belt and buckle.

Two front pockets and one larger 
hip pocket easily accessible even in 
a harness.

A basic fiber mix supplemented 
with a polyester lining to wick 
away moisture.

Supplementary material – 
light Cordura and an elastic, 
airy knitted fabric.

Uses elastic seam 
technology.

Leg endings reinforced with 
wear-resistant fibers.

Side zips and elasticated inserts 
allow the leg endings to be widened 
so that they can be comfortable 
pulled over boots.

Reflexive safety details
for nighttime visibility.

„On Gash I took with me things from Direct that I know 
and use, and I knew they wouldn‘t disappoint in any 
situation...  CASCADE…What can I say? My favorite 
pants. I use them all year round, so on Gash they went 
with me. Clearly a basic pair of pants for everything 
from traveling by plane through to the approach trek, 
base camp, and as the main pants the whole time. I 
hardly took them off. Comfortable, good breathability, 
I don‘t sweat in them, they‘re light, quick drying. What 
more to say? A superb pair of pants! Up the top, just 
pulled a pair of MIDIs over them and sorted! All for less 
than eight thousand crowns ($360) :) Great work guys! 
Thanks!“

Tested by mountain guide (UIAGM) Zdeňek Hák 
on the  SATISFACTION -GASHERBRUM I 
expedition. Háček says:
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material: weight: 620 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Hood, shoulders: Pertex Quantum Pro 100% PAD (60 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: Climashiled HL 100% PES (136 g/m2 - body, shoulders + 102 g/m2 - sleeves, hips)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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102 g/m2

136 g/m2

Thermo-protective technical jacket with highly insulating Climashield 
(Made in USA). Effective hybrid combination of two Pertex materials. 
Shoulders and hood from resistant Pertex Endurance and the rest from 
lightweight Pertex Quantum. Filling – well known from high quality 
sleeping bags – provides better thermal insulation properties than any 
other synthetic fleece. The jacket effectively combines two insulation to 
ensure the most effective thermoregulation and minimal weight. Using 
high-quality materials, sophisticated cuts and excluding all irrelevant 
details, we developed a lightweight, highly functional jacket for extreme 
weather conditions. Great for mountaineering in the winter, ice climbing, 
mountain skiing or expeditions. This model was developed with a strong 
emphasis on functionality, anatomy and simplicity, which eliminate 
malfunction and are important requirements for the most demanding 
activities. 

Possibility to pack away the jacket in its 
hood.

Fully adjustable hood can 
be worn even over 
a helmet.

Asymmetrical zip cannot freeze 
over when breathing or inhibit 
movement.

Pit zip venting which is also a very 
convenient side access to reach inside 
the jacket or a pocket in the layers 
beneath. 

Seamless top and shoulder 
caps for extra durability.

Two zippable side pockets, one 
breast pocket and supplementary 
zip pocket on the sleeve. 

Two large mesh pockets inside 
(for gloves, climbing skins etc.). 

Insulating layer or flap 
beneath all zippers.

Anatomic sleeves with easily adjustable cuffs. 
Possibility to stuff gloves into the cuffs 
(without tape, dry zip or a tight snow cuff = 
functional and easy!) 

The clever cut of the sleeve allows greater 
mobility of the arms when lifting the hands 
(e.g. climbing) without the jacket riding up. 

Adjustable waistband with 
one-handed hem adjuster.
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material: weight: 381 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES 
(133 g/m2 - body, shoulders + 60 g/m2 - sleeves, hips)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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133 g/m2

60 g/m2

A light, lined hood that can 
be worn under a helmet.

The jacket can be packed 
into the hood.

Attractive quilted material.
Anatomically 
shaped sleeves.

Two main zip pockets, 
one additional inner 
zipped pocket.

Elasticated cuffs.

Every mountain climber, alpine skier or enthusiast 
should have the new Impulse insulated jacket as part 
of their gear when they‘re out on the mountains in 
winter. Thanks to the use of special materials and a 
specially designed hybrid construction, this jacket 
is very light and packable and at the same time fully 
functional. We‘ve used two different weightings of 
the top insulation fabric, PrimaLoft Silver. The heavier 
material is used on the body for high protection against 
cold, quilted with stylish technical stitching to prevent 
riding. A light insulating material is used in the sides 
and sleeves to ensure better breathability and free arm 
movement. The outer material, Pertex Quantum Air, 
gives  perfect wind protection. Belay is the ideal jacket 
for any kind of outdoor adventure, either as an outer 
layer or as an insulation layer under a hardshell jacket.

NEW

Packed jacket

Attractive quilted material

„I had Impulse on me almost all the time, down below as my main 
insulation layer and on the upper stretches of the rock face as an extra 

layer under my down jacket. I‘ve had it a long time, a really super insulator, 
sits perfectly, a good cut, works just as it‘s supposed to.“ 

Tested by mountain guide (UIAGM) Zdeňek Hák 
on the  SATISFACTION -GASHERBRUM I expedition. Háček says:
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             black                                blue                                  gold                                green

material: weight: 361 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES 
(133 g/m2 - body, shoulders + 60 g/m2 - sleeves, hips)

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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60 g/m2

133 g/m2

Insulated hood.

Jacket can be packed into 
the hood.

Two main 
zip pockets.

Inner zipped pocket. Anatomical cut.

Elasticated cuffs.

Insulation layer uses stylish 
technical quilting to prevent riding.

The elegant FREYA winter jacket will be a boon to all ladies who want to 
emphasize their sporting image and at the same time feel comfortable 
and at ease. A great choice for cold winter days, for demanding 
mountain events or for any kind of outdoor activity. The inner material, 
Pertex Quantum Air,  gives perfect wind protection.  The insulation 
layer is purposely divided into a hybrid arrangement: the main body of 
the garment is created from a heavier, warmer material to ensure high 
protection against the cold, while the sides and sleeves use a lighter 
insulation for better breathability and freer arm movement. The result is 
a very light, packable, and at the same time beautiful, warm jacket. Freya 
is highly suitable for winter mountain crossings, climbing and alpine 
skiing, but also, because of its interesting and attractive design, it can 
even be worn for everyday wear.

Jacket can be packed into the hood.Stylish technical quilting.
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material: weight: 336 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 223 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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Sport women‘s vest with excellent Primaloft® insulation. 
The precise anatomical cut, very low weight, pleasant 
softness, drape and excellent compressibility makes 
this a model for improved thermoregulation during all 
activities. Can be compressed and stowed in the hood. 

Sporty skirt insulated with excellent 
Primaloft® insulation to provide increased 
thermal comfort. Anatomical fit, minimal 
weight, comfortable softness and excellent 
compressibility. 

Looser, shaped collar with 
external detachable hood.

Arm holes ended with elastic for 
closer fitting around the shoulders.

One breast pocket, 
two lower zip pockets.

All zips are reverse ones, 
protective zipper garages 
for sliders.

One-handed adjustment 
of shaped lower edge.

Skirt can be compresseed into the inner pocket 
(minimum volume and weight).

Elastic waist 
supplemented by 
regulation buckle.

Full-length zipper on the side, zipper skirt 
extension on the opposite side for better 
mobility during ascension.
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material: weight: 322 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: Body - PrimaLoft® Gold Active Plus 100% PES (100 g/m2)
Insulation: Side parts, sleeves - Polartec Alpha 100% PES

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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Precise, anatomical cut.

Long, asymmetrical zip.

High collar with Alpha 
insulation material inside.

Anatomically shaped sleeves with 
comfortable elasticated cuffs.

Simple drawcord in 
the bottom edge.

Can be packed into the 
breast pocket.

Comfortable elasticated cuffs

The new Spirit is your indispensable buddy on winter mountain 
trips. It has a minimalist construction based on the previous 
model but is still aimed at hardcore alpinists, mountain climbers 
and skiers and for all extreme activities in the mountains. 
The new version of this jacket is even more cleverly designed 
to bring it to perfection. It‘s been designed with maximum 
functionality and wearer comfort in mind. The top insulation  
material, PrimaLoft Gold Active Plus, is used to insulate the body 
while the sides and sleeves are made from a light, breathable 
insulating material, Pertex Quantum Air. The jacket as a whole 
is thus very light, wonderfully packable and highly breathable. 
In short, the perfect insulated backup for increased warmth and 
comfort which every mountaineer or climber should have in their 
backpack when going on whatever kind of active winter sport.
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material: weight: 320 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2 + 60 g/m2)
Saddle, crotch: brushed functional fabric 100% PES (190 g/m2)

colours: black / grey

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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60 g/m2

133 g/m2

Insulated sports shorts with wonderful Primaloft® insulation, in an attractive new 
design. A special combination of two weights of cloth is used to provide the optimal 
balance between warmth and low weight. Anatomical cut, pleasant softness, a good 
hang and excellent packability. The ideal accessory for alpine skiing tours, freeride or 
ordinary downhill skiing.

Packed Shorts

Elastic waist with a belt.

The fastening on the shoulder straps are 
located so that when used with other DA pants 
with suspenders all fasteners can be attached 
to the one set of suspenders.

Knees with rear insulation of 
weightier material (133g/m2).

Seat and crotch from an airy, highly 
elastic knitted fabric for maximum 
comfort and breathability.

Diagonal, specially shaped fully-closable zips on 
the side for easy dressing without having to take 
off your boots, skis or crampons. Can also be used 
for ventilation during more exertive activities.

The bottom edge of the leg 
can be adjusted using an 
elastic strap with velcro.

Fly with longer two-way zip that 
can be used even when wearing 
a seating harness.

Zip pocket in the waist for packing.
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material: weight: 440 g (L)

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro
57 % PES + 33 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Spandex (PUR)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 408 g (M)

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro
57 % PES + 33 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Spandex (PUR)

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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Mens insulated jacket with an attractive new design. This model 
gives increased warmth and comfort and can be used all-year-
round for outdoor and sports activities. Polartec Power Stretch 
Pro is one of the highest quality materials in its category, has 
excellent insulation properties and is very durable. It is soft, 
functional and very stretchable for maximum user comfort. It 
can be used as a second layer or as a light top layer in Spring 
and Autumn. It is close-fitting and has an anatomically precise 
cut and technical features to allow unrestricted movement. 

Ladies sports jacket for increased warmth and comfort. Suitable as a second layer 
or lightly insulated top layer during spring or fall. Soft, functional, high- stretch 
material. Improved fitting, anatomically precise cut with technical elements which 
don‘t restrict movement. It uses Polartec Power Stretch Pro, one of the highest 
quality materials in its category, has superb insulation properties, high durability 
and long user life. It‘s soft, functional, and highly stretchable for maximum comfort.

Central zip does not restrict 
head movement after it is 
zipped up. 

Two zip pockets located 
above the lumbar strap of a 
rucksack, one breast pocket.

Anatomical side parts with added 
material in armpit area allowing 
improved arm movement. 

Anatomically designed sleeves .

Shaped lower edge, longer 
at the back. 

Flat, elasticated seams.

The close-fitting hood is 
part of the high close-fitting 
collar.

A central zip across the 
chin with a covering hem. 

Two side zip pockets located above the 
line of a backpack hip strap.  

An extra zip pocket on the sleeve. 

Anatomically designed sleeves 
with comfortable cuff endings.

Shaped bottom edge 
extended at the rear.

Flat elastic seams. 
Effective, contrast stitching. 

Reflective edging for increased safety.

Shaped close-fitting collar.
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material: weight: 380 g (L)

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro
57 % PES + 33 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Spandex (PUR)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 275 g (L)

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro
57 % PES + 33 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Spandex (PUR)

colours: black

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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Pullover for increased thermal comfort which can be used year round 
during all outdoor activities. Suitable as a second layer. Soft, functional, 
high-stretch material. Close-fitting, anatomically accurate cut with 
technical features which do not restrict arm movement. Polartec Power 
Stretch Pro is one of the highest quality materials in its category, has 
excellent insulation properties and is very durable. 

Insulated pants long enough to be worn above plastic boots or ski 
boots for higher warmth and comfort. The close-fitting cut won‘t 
restrict movement. Suitable as warm trousers for before and after 
sports activity or as an insulated base layer in demanding winter 
mountain events. Soft, functional, highly stretchable material.

Shaped close-fitting collar.

Asymmetrical central zipper 
allowing unrestricted head mobility.

Anatomically designed sides 
plus extended armholes allowing 
unrestricted arm movement.

Shaped, prolonged back 
section hem.

Flat, elastic seams.

Breast zip pocket.

Anatomically shaped sleeves which 
can be pulled down over the wrist and 
fixed with the thumb (monkey thumbs).

Flat elastic seams.

Elasticated waist which can be 
tightened with an elastic cord.

Anatomically designed 
side panels.

Practical reflective details.
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material: weight: 660 g (L)

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro
57 % PES + 33 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Spandex (PUR)

coulours: black

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex (REGULAR FIT)
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Full-body base layer with high insulation 
designed for the most rigorous use. It provides 
a very warm base insulation layer for activities 
in extremely cold conditions. It is ideal for more 
demanding longer activities such as alpine 
and winter climbing or alpine skiing. It is also 
suitable for other winter activities such as skiing 
or winter hiking. In short, it is the model for all 
who appreciate a warm insulation layer ensuring 
real comfort even under the harshest winter 
conditions. 

Flat elastic seams.

The bottom edge of the leg is 
designed for various boot heights. 
It can be easily turned up. 

Front and back zips adapted for 
comfort when “answering the call 
of nature“.

The sleeves can be pulled 
over the wrist and have holes 
for your thumb.

One breast pocket.

High shaped collar.

The bottom edge of the leg is designed for 
various boot heights. 

Back zip adapted for comfort when 
“answering the call of nature“.
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material: weight: 148 g (L)

100% Merino Wool (Sudwolle), 50 g/m2, special anti-twisting yarn
 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 175 g (L)

100% Merino Wool (Sudwolle), 50 g/m2, special anti-twisting yarn sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

furry furry long
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A functional sports vest made from a light, high-quality 100% merino 
wool knit. A pleasant natural fiber material. The tried and tested 
sports cut together with this soft material guarantees comfortable 
wear both for everyday wear or on long mountain treks and high 
exertion activities even in changeable wind conditions.

Following the positive reception of the Furry when it was introduced 
into the 2018 summer collection we now introduce a long-sleeved 
version of this vest made from merino wool. This model too uses this 
popular warm, natural material with its natural antibacterial properties 
and light weight. High quality, pleasant to the touch, 100% merino knit 
along with a highly developed cut makes this vest comfortable both for 
everyday wear as well as for sports activities such as skiing, hiking or 
mountaineering. An ideal vest for all-year-round use.

Flat elastic seams.

100% natural material.

Raglan sleeves.

Side panels made from a 
single piece for better arm 
movement.

Anatomically shaped, 
comfortable cut.

Anatomically shaped, 
comfortable cut.

Raglan sleeves.

Side panels made from a 
single piece for better arm 
movement.

Flat elastic seams.

100% natural material.

Striking graphic elements 
marking it out as part of the 
Mountain Top series. 
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For many seasons now we have been developing products  
of the Outdoor Active serie for the broader outdoor public. These 
are reliable models for everyday outdoor events. But as a result of 
the quality of the materials and careful workmanship, they can also 
be used under the most demanding conditions. The casual and very 
comfortable cuts and naturally also the use of high-quality functional 
materials guarantees the customer excellent comfort both for the 
regular outdoors and during everyday wear. We pay great attention 
to the design of the cut and all the details. The common trait of the 
models from this series is great value for invested money.

The models of the Outdoor Active Serie are distinguished by their 
imaginative, creative design with technical elements and well-
designed details. The colours and details are based on current trends.

For this series our customers always appreciate the typical merits of 
DIRECTALPINE brand products, mainly pure utility, quality 
and perfect workmanship.
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material: weight: 386 g (L)

Base: Hardshell 3-layer laminated DERMIZAX
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO Friendly)
2-layer - membrane: DERMIZAX - 20.000 mm H2O / 8.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR 
3-layer - inner: 100% PAD 
Reinforced shoulders, chest pocket and back: 
GELANOTS 20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr., DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
100% sealed seams

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
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Directalpine test team

A practical reserve jacket for most normal outdoor activities based 
upon our most successful hardshell jacket, Guide. It‘s made from 
a light triple-layer material giving excellent protection against 
water penetration while allowing humidity out. The adjustable 
hood is precisely cut with a peak. The shoulder and side panels are 
reinforced for increased protection against mechanical damage. 
The two main side zip pockets are easily accessible even with 
the tummy strap of your backpack fastened or when wearing 
a harness. In addition there is a spacious breast pocket. The 
anatomically shaped sleeves have easy-to-use zip vents in the 
back section. Thanks to the elasticated waist the jacket adapts 
wonderfully to your base-layer of clothing. The bottom edge of the 
jacket is anatomically shaped for maximum comfort and is fitted 
with a drawstring which can be tightened with one hand.

Stiffened hood with adjustment.

Easily accessible side pockets, 
one spacious breast pocket.

Adjustable strap in the rear panel 
(for a closer fit to the back).

Ventilation openings in the back of 
the sleeves, easily reachable even 
when wearing a backpack.

Anatomically shaped sleeves; 
adjustable cuff opening.

Extended back 
section.
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material: weight: 720 g (L)

Base: 100% cotton, high density fabric, rip-stop, Hydrophobic extreme DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Hips, forearms, chest pockets: abrasion resistant fabric 60 % Nylon (PAD) + 40 % stretch PES, 
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Shoulders, elbows: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (EASY FIT)
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An attractive multi-functional jacket. A functional combination of robust ripstop cotton 
fibers treated with Hydrophobic Extreme, a long-proven durable material used in our 
best selling Patrol pants. In this model we‘ve managed to combine classic natural 
fibers and the latest technology with a lighter, more elastic, resistant material to 
give great overall functionality. Impregnation with Hydrophobic Extreme significantly 
improves the properties of the cotton fibers, extends their user life, increases 
protection against water, improves breathability and also makes them more resistant 
to soiling.  The repellant remains fully functional even after dozens of washing cycles. 
Its functionality can always be renewed just by ironing the fibers. This jacket not only 
admirably protects against inclement weather but also stays very breathable. Robot 
is a jacket suitable for the widest variety of outdoor activities and is popular with both 
traditional customers and innovators. Thanks to the developed anatomical cut and 
new elastic parts this jacket sits perfectly, doesn‘t restrict arm movement and is 
even adapted to climbing. Because of the materials used (cotton, synthetics from 
renewable sources) this product is very environmentally friendly with regard 
to both production and maintenance. A repellent is applied using plasma 
treatment on the dry textile during which no waste substances occur and 
the release of repellent during washing is minimal. The material is easy to 
recycle and very environmentally friendly.

The main asymmetrical zip 
doesn‘t press across the chin.

Two zippable breast pockets and two side zip 
pockets that can be used for ventilation.

Extended 
rear part.

Shorter front part, shaped 
for freer leg movement.

Bottom edge of the jacket 
can be adjusted with one hand.

Hood with a sufficiently long peak,
adjustable in all directions.

The second zip at the chin, even in the 
harshest climatic conditions, ventilates the 
jacket while at the same time providing high 
protection to the face.

The shoulders and elbows 
are reinforced with wear-
resistant fibers.

Anatomically shaped sleeves allow free 
arm movement. The aperture of the shaped 
sleeve end can be adjusted. 

Seams: Special water expandable thread core 
for increased water resistance of seams 
(core plaited from 100% cotton).

Hydrophobic Extreme
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material: weight: 599 g (L)

Base: 100% cotton, high density fabric, rip-stop, Hydrophobic extreme DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Saddle, pockets, trousers: abrasion resistant fabric 60 % Nylon (PAD) + 40 % stretch PES,
Hydrophobic Extreme DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcement: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

defender
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Practical and robust travel pants for reliable long-term wear. A functional combination of 
robust ripstop cotton fibers treated with Hydrophobic Extreme, a long-proven durable material 
used in our best selling Patrol pants. In this model we‘ve managed to combine classic natural 
fibers and the latest technology with a lighter, more elastic, resistant material to give great 
overall functionality. Impregnation with Hydrophobic Extreme significantly improves the 
properties of the cotton fibers, extends their user life, increases protection against water, 
improves breathability and also makes them more resistant to soiling. Hydrophobic Extreme 
is a very long-lasting repellant, applied to the dry material as a plasma. The repellant remains 
fully functional even after dozens of washing cycles. Its functionality can always be renewed 
just by ironing the fibers. Pants from this innovative classic material not only admirably 
protect against inclement weather but also stay very breathable. The developed anatomical 
cut, together with the use of new elastic parts guarantees a perfect fit. The long user life and 
usefulness of DEFENDER makes them ideal pants for a wide group of customers who are active 
outdoors in harsher conditions. Thanks to their many pockets they are also suitable for the 
most arduous expeditions. Due to the primary source material (cotton and synthetics from 
renewable sources) this product is ecological from the point of view of production and doesn‘t 
put a strain on the environment. Repellent is applied using plasma treatment on the dry textile 
during which no waste substances occur and the release of reppellent during washing is 
minimal. The material is easy to recycle and very environmentally friendly. 

HYDROPHOBIC EXTREME:

It is hydrophobic and oleophobic finishing of textiles, be it 

cloth, webbing or nonwoven textiles. 

A thin nano layer of fluorocarbon is created on the surface making it 

extremely water-repellent and oleophobic.

Hydrofobic Extreme finishing developed by NANOMEMBRANE involves 

every single fiber being coated with a thin layer of nanoparticles. The result 

is an extremely high level of hydrophobic and oleophobic finishing that 

prevents water, wine, coffee or grease from making stains on the surface 

of the textiles or even damaging them. This results in a self-cleaning effect 

similar to that of lotus leaves.

In contrast with commonplace hydrophobic and oleophobic finishing 

processes, interfiber pores are not blocked, which prevents deterioration 

of conducting moisture from skin through the textile. Furthermore, it is 

possible to launder the coated surfaces using commonplace detergents 

and it has been scientifically proved that Hydrofobic Extreme is at least 

four times more durable than other materials. This in return saves the 

customer time and money.

A stiffened waistband with 
loops for a DirectAlpine belt.

Two gusseted front pockets. Large, practical, 
zippable, bellows pockets on the thigh, big enough 
for a map. Easily accessible, right, zip thigh pocket. 
Rear zip pocket.

Fasteners for attaching 
D.A. suspenders.

Strong triple stitching.

Reinforced duplicate front parts 
(thigh + knee).

Double-reinforced seat.

Anatomically shaped knees.

Pocket tops and bottom edge 
of the pants reinforced with 
wear-resistant material.

Adjustable leg endings. 

Seams: Special water expandable thread core 
for increased water resistance of seams 
(core plaited from 100% cotton).

Hydrophobic Extreme pocket
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material: weight: 486 g (L)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)
Side panels, sleeves, inner hood: Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) 
highly stretch fabric with quick drying, Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 399 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)
Side panels, sleeves, inner hood: Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) 
highly stretch fabric with quick drying, Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)
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An attractive insulated jacket, great for the mountains or the city. Its hybrid construction makes ideal use of the key properties of state-of-the- art materials for maximum functionality, comfort 
and protection of the user. Stylish quilting of the outer material, Pertex Quantum Air, with an inner insulation layer of PrimaLoft Silver protects the central part of the body and shoulders. The 
side parts and sleeves are from a light elastic material, Technostretch, and the sleeves and bottom edge of the front and back are reinforced with Pertex for increased protection. Thanks to the 
elasticated parts this jacket fits snugly, adjusting to base layer clothing. This makes it wonderfully usable for a wide range of outdoor and sports activities in colder weather or even for everyday 
wear.

cut cut

A light hood insulated 
with Tecnostretch material.

Shaped sides and elastic parts 
in the sides for greater freedom 
of arm movement.

A light hood insulated 
with Tecnostretch material.

Two main zip pockets, 
one additional breast pocket.

Stylish quilting.

Insulation across the shoulders 
for greater warmth and comfort.

Simple drawcord 
in the bottom edge.

Stylish quilting.

Simple drawcord 
in the bottom edge.

Insulation across the shoulders 
for greater warmth and comfort.

Two main zip pockets, 
one additional breast pocket.

Anatomical cut, stretch sleeves 
with inner reinforcement.

Reflective stitching 
(sleeves, bottom parts of jacket) 

for increased safety.
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material: weight: 165 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD 43 g/m2), acrylic coating
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)
Side panels: brushed functional fabric 86 % PAD + 14 % PUR (235 g/m2)

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 312 g (M)

Base: Pertex Quantum Air 100% PAD (43 g/m2), acrylic coating
DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Insulation: PrimaLoft® Silver 100% PES (133 g/m2)
Side panels, inner hood: Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) 
highly stretch fabric with quick drying, Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

bavella tofana
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Insulated skirt, now with the wonderful 
PrimaLoft® Silver to give it extra warmth and 
softness. Simple but well designed cut, low 
weight, soft and very packable. Great for most 
winter activities such as skiing, outdoor, hiking, 
or even for everyday wear.

Finally, just what you‘ve been waiting for! A hot new arrival! 
We‘ve got so many great winter vests to offer you. Every active 
lady will feel more comfortable and at ease in this model, even 
on the coldest days. Just like the whole BLOCK range, this vest  
makes use of a functional hybrid combination of two types of 
insulation. The anatomically cut body of the vest is created from 
an interestingly quilted outer material, Pertex Quantum 
Air, and an inner layer of  PrimaLoft Silver. In this way 
it perfectly protects the central part of the body and, 
thanks to the extended shoulder parts, also right 
across the shoulders. The sides are from a light elastic 
material, Technostretch, which perfectly adapts to your 
base layer clothing and is highly breathable. The 
Bavella is suitable for both sports and trips 
to the countryside as well as for ordinary 
everyday wear about town.

Comfortable elasticated waist.

Elasticated inserts in the side made 
from a warm stretch material for 
increased freedom of movement. 

Stylish embroidered 
logo on the front.

A light hood insulated with 
Tecnostretch material.

Stylish quilting.

Simple drawcord 
in the bottom edge.

Prolonged shoulder panels for 
increased warmth and comfort.

Armholes with elastic hems.

Two main zip pockets, 
one additional breast pocket.

Reflective stitching in the 
bottom part of the vest.

Can be packed tightly into the inner pocket 
(minimal weight and volume).
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material: weight: 608 g (L)

Base: Air zone Thermo, 3 layer insulation sandwich, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Outer and inner layer: high density fabric 100% PES 
Insulation: non woven fabric 100% PES 
Outer hood, pocket: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish 
Inner hood, hips: Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 700 g (L)

Softshell 4way Tex® 3 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR, DWR
2-layer - membrane: 4way Tex® - 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

shield shivling

        black / black                  black / blue                    black / gold           black / grey                                blue
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DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)

Technical insulated jacket that can be used as a base layer 
under colder conditions. A modern, functional, sandwich 
material with an attractive appearance create a model with 
extremely high breathability while at the same time providing 
sufficient protection against cold and wind. It offers an 
attractive, warmer version of the classic softshell jacket. 
Its anatomical cut allows more freedom of movement and, 
thanks to the side parts made from TechnostretchTM, it sits 
perfectly. This jacket is ideal for all kinds of outdoor 
activity, exercise in the mountains, hiking or via 
ferrata in colder seasons. Also, thanks to the easy 
recyclability of the natural bamboo insulation, this 
product is highly ecological.

Protective softshell jacket with fleece 
lining to increase insulating comfort. 
Developed for activities performed under 
colder meteorological conditions. Nice, 
soft, stretch material. Despite closer-
fitting cut it is possible to wear further 
insulating layers under this outer jacket. 

Practical, shaped, 
close-fitting hood.

Shaped raglan sleeves 
to allow greater arm movement.

Elastic inserts in the sides for better 
shape and freer arm movement.

Simple shaped bottom edge 
with drawstring.

Hood with a multi-way single-point 
adjustment. Stiffened peak.

Hood as a part 
of the higher protective collar.

Anatomically shaped sleeves. 
The end of the sleeves is shaped 

according to the wrist and also has a 
protective inner wristband.

Two breast zip pockets and one top breast 
pocket, easily accessible. One internal zip 

pockets, one additional pocket - sleeve.

Zipped armpit vents.

Sufficiently prolonged 
backside of the jacket.

The hem with single-hand 
adjustment.
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material: weight: 510 g (M)

Softshell 4way Tex® 3 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR, DWR
2-layer - membrane: 4way Tex® - 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

tanama

          black / grey                                blue         black / red                     black / rose                    blue / rose
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Practical universal softshell hooded jacket 
for wide-range use. Comfortable functional 
material with inner microfleece layer. Simple 
and comfortable cut for woman’s body. 

Hood as a part of high collar.

Sleeves with elastic rims.

Zipped armpit vents.
Two zipped pockets.

Shaped, one-hand adjustable 
bottom rim.
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material: weight: 620 g (L)

Base: Softshell 4way Tex® 2 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR, DWR
2-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES
Knees and back: Softshell 4way Tex® 3 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR
2-layer - membrane: 4way Tex® - 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES

colours: black

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 580 g (M)

Base: Softshell 4way Tex® 2 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR, DWR
2-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES
Knees and back: Softshell 4way Tex® 3 layer laminate: 
1-layer - outer: high strenght functional fabric 94 % PES + 6 % PUR
2-layer - membrane: 4way Tex® - 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr., 100% PUR
3-layer - inner: microfleece 100% PES

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

trek sissi

      black       black / rose
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Universal use trousers with purposefully-combined 
softshell material - Hybrid system for increased 
functionality. Suitable for colder weather conditions. 
Flexible softshell materials allow a more universal 
use with higher mobility. 

Universal use women trousers. Suitable 
for colder weather conditions. Flexible 
softshell materials allow a more universal 
use with higher mobility. 

Partially elastic weist adjusted 
with inside belt. Detachable braces.

Two zipped pockets.

Two zipped pockets.

Softshell with a membrane 
on the knee and back panels.

Partially elastic weist adjusted 
with inside belt. Detachable braces.

Softshell with a membrane 
on the knee and back panels.

Zip-up vents at the ankles, 
with protective gusset inside. 
Ankles adjustable with Velcro.

Zip-up vents at the ankles, 
with protective gusset inside. 
Ankles adjustable with Velcro.
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dawson

           anthracite                                   red

material: weight: 370 g (L)

50 % bamboo + 50 % PES, 175 g/m2 sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

Warm shirt for cold days, classic concept 
with well shaped cut, fashionable details 
and elements. Contrasting stitching 
and interesting arrangement of parts. 

Two flap pockets on chest 
and two additional zip pockets. Anatomically shaped parts 

in sides. 

Shaped sleeves with possibility 
of securing when rolled up. 

Shaped lower edge.
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material: weight: 485 g (L)

Base: high strenght functional fabric 
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR) 
Knees, back parts: abrasion resistant fabric 
23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % PES + 9 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
darkgrey / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 390 g (M)

Base: high strenght functional fabric 
78 % Nylon (PAD) + 10 % Coolmax® (PES) +12 % Lycra® (PUR) 
Knees, back parts: abrasion resistant fabric 
23 % Cordura® (PAD) + 45 % PAD + 23 % PES + 9 % PUR 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

badile badile lady

              black /       darkgrey /          red / 
              black               black              black

              black /     darkgrey /       red / 
              black            black             black
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Popular pants for all-year-round use. Ideal pants for mountain hiking, mountain climbing, hiking, ski alpinism and all outdoor activities. Fitting anatomical cut. Highly elastic and resistant 
fabrics. Hybrid combination of materials with fast-dry (vapour transportation) and thermo-insulating adjustment (increasing body temperature). Design allows omitting and repositioning of 
some seams to eliminate their possible damage. These have long been DIRECTALPINE‘s bestselling technically designed pants. Very popular and a proven favorite, our customers fittingly refer 
to them as a “second skin”. 

• BADILE + BADILE LADY Used by mountain rescues service:

Partially elastic waist adjustable 
with a belt and buckle.

Two front pockets and one side pocket, 
easily accessible even when wearing 
a harness. 

Shaped knees and back sitting section made 
of abrasion-resistant fabric Cordura with 
Thermolite® (insulation fabric). 

Partially elastic waist adjustable 
with a belt and buckle.

Two front pockets and one side pocket, 
easily accessible even when wearing 
a harness. 

Main fabric together with Coolmax® 
yarn (vapour transportation). 

Main fabric together with 
Coolmax® yarn 
(vapour transportation).

Elastic seam technology. Elastic seam technology.

Shaped knees and back sitting section 
made of abrasion-resistant fabric 
Cordura with Thermolite® 
(insulation fabric). 

Simple leg ends for stretching over boots 
(maybe even over ski boots).

Simple leg ends for stretching over boots 
(maybe even over ski boots).
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material: weight: 375 g (L)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 301 g (M)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (SPORT FIT)

gavia eira

                black                        black / petrol                  petrol / blue                   petrol / gold                 petrol / green        black / black                    blue / petrol                   rose / petrol                   rose / green                      gold / rose
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Light ladies’ sweatshirt made of soft, functional, 
highly stretchy material. Close-fitting, precise cut. 
Great model for all customers who need a simple 
universal jacket or sweatshirt for year-round use, 
for regular wear, all outdoor activities and the 
most demanding use in the mountains. Attractive 
design with asymmetric colour scheme.

Universal sports jacket for increasing thermal 
comfort, suitable as a second layer. Soft, very 
stretchy material. The close-fitting anatomically 
precise cut does not restrict movement. 
Attractive design with asymmetric colour 
scheme. An ideal and universal jacket for year-
round use, suitable both for regular wear and for 
all outdoor activities and the most demanding 
events in the mountains.

Anatomically shaped side parts.

Shaped lower edge, 
longer at the back. 

Two side pockets.

Higher, close-fitting collar. 

In-collar hood.

Flat, elastic seams.

Anatomically shaped 
side parts.

Flat, elastic seams.

Longer back part.

Two front zip pockets, 

chest zip pocket. 

cutcut
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material: weight: 311 g (L)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

tonale

                black                          blue / petrol                green / petrol                 gold / petrol
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Pullover for higher thermal comfort. 
Suitable as a second layer. Soft, 
high-stretch material. Close-fitting, 
anatomically accurate cut which does not 
restrict movement. Attractive design with 
asymmetric colour scheme. 

Sufficiently large 
chest zip pocket.

Shaped close-fitting collar.

Flat, elastic seams.

Shaped lower edge, 
longer at the back.

Anatomic cut of sides for 
free arm movement.

Tonale pullover used by: 
Mountain Rescue Czech Republic.

cut
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material: weight: 275 g (L)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (SPORT FIT)

material: weight: 200 g (M)

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) highly stretch fabric with quick drying, 
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan (PUR) 

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (SPORT FIT)

tonale pants tonale pants lady

    black           petrol     black              rose
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Universal insulation ladies pants for high 
thermal comfort. Suitable as a second 
layer. Due to accessories and cut, possible 
to wear like women‘s leggings. Soft highly 
elastic material. Snug, anatomically 
accurate cut does not restrict movement. 

Pants for higher thermal comfort. 
Suitable as a second layer. Soft, 
high-stretch material. Close-fitting, 
anatomically accurate cut which does 
not restrict movement. 

Adjustable belt with elastic 
waist, can be tied up 
with elastic string.

Flat elastic seams.

Reflective details.

Additional pocket 
below waistline. Additional pocket 

below waistline.

Loose cuffs. 

Flat elastic seams.

Elastic rubber band.

Reflective details.

Loose cuffs. 
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material: weight: 640 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcements (knees, back, bottom rims): Cordura® 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
greyblue / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

mountainer

                 black /              grey /             brown /       greyblue /         petrol / 
                 black                 black                black                black                black
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Honza Drahota - Innsbruck
(marketing)

Along with the trousers PATROL, over the long term 
these are the best selling DIRECTALPINE trousers 
and have the best customer rating. Strong, highly 
resilient and comfortable trousers with technical 
additions. The stretch material used ensures 
comfortable wear. The ideal universal trousers for 
the widest range of outdoor activities and regular 
wear. A great ratio of comfort, very long life and 
user value to price. Maximum value for a good price, 
trousers for many years.

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Fly with two two-way 
zips.

Lower edge of legs with internal 
wedge, width regulation. 

Loops for clipping 
braces on.

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Two zip pockets, one additional zip 
pocket on thigh, simple side pocket.

Reinforced knees, seat and lower 
inner edge of legs (Cordura). 
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material: weight: 500 g (L)

Base: abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcements (knees, back): Cordura® 100% PAD, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 470 g (L)

Base: Rip-stop elastic fabric - 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish  
Reinforcements (knees, back, bottom rims): abrasion resistant fabric 
60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
anthr. / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

mountainer cargo mountainer tech

                 black /             brown /           petrol / 
                  black                 black                black              

            anthracite /        black /             petrol /            petrol /
                  black               petrol                black              greyblue        
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Mountainer Cargo are made from a popular resistant 
material reinforced with Cordura and have added 
large cargo pockets on the thigh. In short, another 
strong, comfortable, wear-resistant pants in the 
DIRECTALPINE collection. The use of stretch material 
ensures comfortable wearability. Ideal universal pants 
for outdoor activities as well as for everyday wear. A 
high level of comfort, extremely long user life and good 
value for money. These pants give you the maximum for 
a great price and many years of use.

Partly elasticated waist 
with belt loops.

Two classic reach through pockets.

Two large cargo pockets 
on the thighs.

Simple ending of legs 
for easier adjustment, shortening.

Fly with two 
two-way zips.

Two zippered pockets and one 
additional zipped pocket on the thigh.

Lower edge of legs with internal 
wedge, width regulation.

Reinforcement knees, back part 
and lower inner edge of the leg.

After the successful reception of the model Mountainer 
Cargo we are expanding our range of best-selling pants 
Mountainer with a new model. It is based on a very 
demanded classic concept of reinforced knees and 
back part. Newly used highly functional and stretch 
materials guarantee high comfort and weight savings in 
particular. It determines them as the perfect pants for a 
wide range of outdoor activities such as hiking, including 
mountaineering, but also for casual wear. Great ratio of 
comfort, extremely long life and value to the 
price. The maximum value for a good price, 
pants on years of use.

Loops for clipping 
braces on.a

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 
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material: weight: 481 g (L)

Abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
greyblue / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

patrol

                 black /            grey /           brown /            red /         greyblue /       petrol / 
                 black               black               black              black             black            greyblue
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Ondra Neuman - Berchtesgaden
(business)

Practical, tough and durable trousers for the widest range 
of uses. Along with the trousers MOUNTAINER, over the 
long term these are the best selling DIRECTALPINE trousers 
and have the best customer rating. Strong, highly resilient 
and comfortable trousers with technical additions. The 
stretch material used ensures comfortable wear. The ideal 
universal trousers for the widest range of outdoor activities 
and regular wear. A great ratio of comfort, very long life 
and user value to price. Maximum value for a good price, 
trousers for many years. 

Simple ending of legs for easier 
adjustment, shortening. 

Two zipped pockets, 
one thigh and one back pocket. 

Long-term best-selling pants from 
the collection Direct Alpine. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 
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material: weight: 395 g (L)

Base: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex® (PUR), with Wicking Finish
Knees, back: Abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcement: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
anthr. / black: M-short, L-short, XL-short, XXL-short

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 350 g (M)

Abrasion resistant fabric 60 % PAD + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

patrol tech patrol fit lady

          black / black     red / grey     petrol / grey                            black /     anthracite /    black /         petrol /         petrol / 
                 black              black           brown              red               black
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Ondra Neuman - Berchtesgaden
(business)

Practical, strong and durable pants for wide use. 
Based on the popular model Patrol Lady. Comfortable 
cut, modern design with technical accessories. Its 
stretch fabric ensures a high level of comfort. Perfect 
multipurpose trousers for the widest range of outdoor 
activities and casual wear. Excellent rate of comfort, 
durability and value for money. 

We‘ve extended our long-standing favorite Patrol 
pants with this new technical multifunctional variation. 
A markedly shaped cut with specially placed parts 
made from a light stretch material in the direction 
of movement offers wonderful comfort. A stronger 
material on the knees and seat provides greater 
resistance to fraying. The inner bottom edge of these 
pants is reinforced with a panel of wear-resistant 
fabric.

Practical soft thigh pocket.

Fitted gusset for greater 
freedom of movement.

Reinforced lining in the 
lower leg.

Zippable side vents.

Simple ending of legs 
for easier adjustment, shortening.

Waistband with belt loops 
for Direct Alpine belts. 

Two comfortable pockets, additional 
zipper pocket, classic rear pockets. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 

Partially elastic waist 
with adjustable belt. 

Anatomically 
shaped knees. 
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material: weight: 749 g (L)

Base: 98 % heavy cotton + 2 % Lycra (PUR), high density fabric, 
Hydrophobic extreme DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly)
Knees, pockets: abrasion resistant fabric 
60 % Nylon (PAD) + 40 % stretch PES, DWR (PFOA free, ECO friendly), 
DuPontTM Sorona® contains 37 % renewably sourced ingredients by weight  
Reinforcement: 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

apache

                 black /           black /           black / 
                 black              brown            petrol  
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These new pants are the answer to the prayers of all outdoor 
enthusiasts. This very universal model is suitable both for long 
travels and spending time in the wild as well as for regular 
use in everyday life. In designing them, emphasis was placed 
on creating pants with high durability and robustness while 
maintaining extra wearer comfort. The main material – cotton 
lycra – is supplemented in vital parts with a tried and tested,  
highly fray-resistance material, as used, for example, in 
our legendary Patrol pants. Both materials are treated with 
Hydrophobic Extreme water repellant– a plasma treatment 
applied directly to the dry material to ensure long-lasting  
resistance to water and dirt and, at the same time, guaranteeing 
perfect breathability. Thanks to the highly developed cut and 
cleverly positioned sections of stretch fabric these pants fit 
perfectly. In warm weather or during sports the side zips on 
the legs give welcome ventilation. Durability, high comfort, and 
protection against water are the main selling features of this new 
model.

Thanks to the sourcing of these materials (cotton and synthetics 
from renewable sources) this product is fully ecological and 
places no strain on the environment. The repellant is applied 
in a dry method using plasma which leaves no waste material 
and also minimizes the release of repellant during washing. The 
material is easily recyclable and thus very favorable from an 
environmental point of view.

Two front zip pockets, roomy, practical,  
zipped bellows pockets on the thighs big 
enough for a map, two rear zip pockets.

Bottom edge of the pants reinforced 
with highly tear-resistant material.

Waist fitted with loops 
for Directalpine belts.

Anatomically shaped 
knees.

Zippable side vents.

Poppers for adjusting the leg endings 
and an elastic cord to hook onto boots.

Comfortable elasticated 
crotch.

Rear pockets

Loops for clipping 
braces on.
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material:
weight: men: 160 g (L)

lady: 120 g (M)

94 % organic cotton + 6 % elastan (PUR), 180 g/m2, print 17 x 24 cm, 
„natural“ colour is produced without dying, pure natural colour.

sizes: men: S, M, L, XL, XXL

lady: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)
lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 180 g (L)

100% cotton, 180 g/m2 (high quality, circular spun, sanforized weave), print 17 x 24 cm sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

crack organic / organic lady

black 
(my friend)

petrol 
(mountain spirit)

petrol 
(running free)

red 
(my friend)

brown

mustard

cinnamon

natural
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Classic, close-fitting style T-shirt 
in attractive colours. Popular 
patterns with attractive outdoor 
themes emphasising the image 
of each customer. Quality cotton 
knit material. An ideal T-shirt for 
everyday wear.

Classic, close-fitting style T-shirt in attractive colours, printed with outdoor 
motives. Quality ecocotton knit material. „Natural“ colour is produced without 
dying, pure natural colour.
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The products of the Climbing Serie are 
intended for rock climbers, climbers on artificial 
walls, boulderers, slackliners and all outdoor 
enthusiasts.  We develop these models  
for rock climbing, training and movement  
in the climbing environment in general. This 
casual yet highly functional clothing will appeal 
mainly to active users.  The design, with an 
emphasis on the climbing image, attractive 
details combined with modern colours  
and patterns, offers an interesting, modern 
range of products. 
Emotion, image, comfort and quality – these 
traits are typical for this series, which is 
intended for the dynamic climbing community.
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kaiser civetta

material: weight: 360 g (L)

Base: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish

Knee support: abrasion resistant fabric 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 300 g (M)

Base: Rip-stop elastic fabric 94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish

Knee support: abrasion resistant fabric 59 % Nylon (PAD) + 33 % PES + 8 % PUR

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

 anthracite               red                   petrol  anthracite               red                   petrol                  rose
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Light protective sports trousers with a simple 
technical cut. Functional lightweight yet durable 
material with high permeability. Comfortable cut does 
not restrict movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, 
via-ferrata, as well as more demanding trekking. 

Ladies light protective sports trousers with a simple 
technical cut. Functional lightweight yet durable 
material with high permeability. Comfortable cut does 
not restrict movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, 
via-ferrata, as well as more demanding trekking. 

metal buckle

Elasticated waist which 
can be adjusted by belt.

Simply designed fly, comfortable 
for use with harness.

Two zip-pockets on the front.

Great freedom of movement 
thanks to careful positioning 
of stretch panels.

Abrasion resistant yet elastic 
material at knees, leg hem 
and pocket rims.

metal buckle

Elastic waistband 
with adjustable belt.

Two zip-pockets on the front.

Abrasion resistant yet elastic 
material at knees, leg hem 
and pocket rims.

Great freedom of movement 
thanks to careful positioning 
of stretch panels.
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jasper jasper lady

material: weight: 640 g (L)

Base: 100% PES Polartec® Thermal Pro®
Hood, pockets: Rip-stop elastic fabric 
94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 614 g (M)

Base: 100% PES Polartec® Thermal Pro®
Hood, pockets: Rip-stop elastic fabric 
94 % PAD + 6 % Spandex (PUR), with Wicking Finish

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

       black / anthracite     black / petrol         petrol / green         petrol / blue        anthracite / black           petrol                 rose / petrol
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  NEW

An obvious choice for every climber or boulderer! 
A stylish new jacket for cold days in the countryside  for all 
outdoor enthusiasts. A light, soft knit from one of the leading 
producers, Polartec-Thermal Pro not only provides warmth 
and comfort but also, thanks to its elasticity, in no way 
restricts movement. The hood, pockets, cuffs and 
bottom edge of the jacket are reinforced with 
a more resistant material. This eliminates the 
possibility of damage as well as emphasizing 
the attractive climbing design. This jacket is 
intended not only for climbing and bouldering 
but also for other outdoor activities, trekking 
and for everyday wear.

This new jacket, in its attractive new design, is a must 
for all you ladies who feel the cold. A top quality, soft, 
elastic knit from a leading producer, Polartec–Thermal 
Pro provides excellent warmth and comfort. The hood 
and shoulders are reinforced with a resistant material 
for higher protection against fraying, wind 
and, to some extent, rain. The looser, 
anatomical cut fits pleasantly and 
provides comfort during any kind of 
less demanding sport or outdoor 
activity. The jacket can be used for 
various trips in the countryside, 
trekking, climbing or even for 
everyday casual wear.

Anatomically precise cut.

Comfortable hood with outer 
reinforcing.

Flat, elastic seams.

Two zipped side pockets, 
one breast pocket and an 
additional shoulder pocket.

Comfortable anatomical cut.

Hood and shoulders 
reinforced with a more 
resistant material.

Hood with adjustable 
aperture.

Two zipped side pockets.
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fox

anthracite /   anthracite /       petrol 
       grey                petrol                  

material: weight: 600 g (L)

79 % cotton + 19 % PAD + 2 % PUR sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (EASY FIT)
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Markus Pucher - Dachstein
(Directalpine test team)

Corduroy trousers with added stretch 
fibres, technical lines, fashionable cut, body 
fit and contrast stitching. 

Low waist.

Anatomically placed knee.  
Crotch wedge for enhancing 
mobility.

Classic jeans pockets, 
two at the front, two at the back 
and an additional.
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edge

material: weight: 465 g (L)

98 % cotton + 2 % elastane (PUR), 230 g/m2 sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (REGULAR FIT)

           anthr. / blue    petrol / gold
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Directalpine test team

Durable loose climbing trousers with a casual 
cut. Durable robust material. Suitable not only 
for climbing but also for everyday street wear.

waistband with belt 

Wide tough waistband with belt 
and wide loops for Directalpine 
belts.

Comfortable jeans pockets, 
jeans back pockets.

Crotch wedge for enhancing 
mobility.

Anatomic shaped knees, 
strengthened at the ankles.

Loose casual straight style.

Robust cloth with stone-washed 
effect, pre-shrunk.
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edge lady

material: weight: 390 g (M)

98 % cotton + 2 % elastane (PUR), 230 g/m2 sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

            anthr. / gold    petrol / gold
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Close-fitting climbing pants with an anatomical cut. 
Pleasant, lightly stretchable cotton material. Suitable 
not only for climbing but also for everyday street wear. Adjustable waist with a strap 

and metal buckle.

Comfortable jeans style pockets 
plus an additional rear pocket.

Anatomically shaped knees.

Close-fitting cut.

Cotton canvas with Lycra, 
shrink-fit effect.

rear pocket 
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joshua yuka

material: weight: 315 g (M)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

style: lady (REGULAR FIT)

material: weight: 355 g (L)

96 % cotton + 4 % elastan (PUR), softened, shrunk sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (EASY FIT)

        black /             red /            green /          petrol /     blue / petr./  crazy mix
         blue              petrol              black               gold                gold

   black / red       red / gold       petrol / red    green / gold   gold / petrol
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The material tried and tested over the years now in an attractive 
young design, to sum up universal and highly comfortable “climbing” 
trousers in a cool version. The well designed cut and high quality 
material with elastan ensures comfort of the user during any activity. 
Attractive asymmetric colour scheme with contrasting seams. Model 
for universal use and the broadest group of 
customers. Ideal bottom trousers, suitable for 
bouldering, sports climbing or everyday wear.

Leisure ladies’ trousers made of comfortable stretch material in a young, attractive 
design. To sum up, universal, very comfortable “climbing trousers“. Thanks to their 
well-designed, comfortable cut they are great for climbing or bouldering, and 
also for regular day-to-day wear. Attractive, asymmetrical colour scheme with 
contrasting seams highlights the outdoor image of each customer. 

attractive stitching

Adjustable waistband with strap 
and buckle complemented by 
loops for Directalpine belts.

Contrasting elastic stitching 
+ design details constitute 
an attractive casual style.

Shaped knees.

Practical fly, comfortable, elastic 
crotch wedge for enhancing 
mobility. 

Loop for 
chalk bag. 

Adjustable waistband with strap 
and buckle complemented by 
loops for Directalpine belts.

Simple, roomy pockets, two front, 
one additional and one secured 
rear.

Practical 
asymmetrical fly.

Elastic crotch wedge 
for enhancing 
mobility. 

The thigh and back parts stretch horizontally 
and the knee parts vertically, for maximum 
freedom of movement. Shaped knees.

metal buckle

Loop for 
chalk bag. 

Contrasting elastic stitching 
+ design details constitute an 
attractive casual style.
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black - hard ice

petrol - hard ice

black - it‘s been a good day

flash

black - art

petrol - bouldermaniac

material: weight: 180 g (L)

94 % cotton + 6 % elastan (PUR), print 17 x 24 cm sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: men (SPORT FIT)
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T-shirt of a attractive fitting cut in fashionable colours 
with printed outdoors motives on the chest, quality 
knit fabric combined with Lycra.

Shaped knees.
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anthracite / grey                          anthracite / blue                   blue / green / white

                      blue                                                         rose

                         black                                       blue                                             green
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kameny luna

garda jamaica

material: weight: 60 g

Base: 50% Merino wool Schoeller, 50% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 70 g

Base: 50% Merino wool Schoeller, 50% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M, L

style: lady

material: weight: 54 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 79 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M, L

style: unisex
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Close-fitting beanie of high quality jersey and Merino 
with the inner fleece layer.

Classic pattern of beanie made from wear resistant 
acryllic knitwear with a fleecy inner layer.

Ladies winter hat made from high quality knitwear (Merino + acrylic) 
with an inner fleece layer. Pleasant to the touch, comfortable, the ideal 
hat for cold winter days. 

Trendy beanie with prolonged cut of rough multicolored yarn, 
acrylic jersey with the inner fleece layer.
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cuba

     black / grey                            blue / white / green                 red / gold / blue
                                                             (limited edition)

baffin

daisy astra

material: weight: 57 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 84 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 77 g

Base: 67% Acrylic + 29% Cotton + 14% polyamid
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M

style: lady

material: weight: 71 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M

style: lady

         anthracite                                                           rose          anthracite                                                        rose
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  NEW

Trendy beanie of rough multicolored yarn, acrylic jersey 
with the inner fleece layer. 

Interesting classic knit stocking cap of gross yarn 
complete with very comfortable fleece inner layer.

Ladies winter beanie with attractive rustic look. 
Pleasant inner fleece layer for a comfortable fit.

Attractive female winter beanie of very coarse yarn. 
A very pleasant fleece inner layer provides high comfort.
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black

material: weight: 36 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 56 g

Base: 100% Acrylic
Inside: 100% PES fleece

sizes: S, M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 34 g

100% Merino Wool (Sudwolle), 50 g/m2 
special anti-twisting yarn

sizes: S, M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 50 g

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro 
(53% PES + 38% PAD + 9% PUR)

sizes: uni

style: unisex

             black / grey                                    blue / gold                                       blue / green 
                                                                                                                                   (limited edition)

              anthracite                                              blue
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  NEW

Warm winter headband with a pleasant inner fleece layer. Ensure head 
protection in all winter sports, from alpine touring through cross country skiing, 
hiking to climbing.

Warm winter headband of coarse yarn. Pleasant inner 
fleece layer. Head protection in all winter sports - cross 
country skiing, alpine touring, hiking.

Neck gaiter or close-fitting beanie.Lightweight trendy cap made of 100% merino wool with D.A. logo.
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material: weight: 40 g

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro 
(53% PES + 38% PAD + 9% PUR)

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 30 g

100% PES microfibre (technical fibre) sizes: uni

style: unisex

material: weight: 30 g

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro 
(53% PES + 38% PAD + 9% PUR)

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

material: weight: 38 g

Base:TecnostretchTM (Pontetorto) -highly stretch fabric 
with quick drying tretament Wicking Finish TM (88 % PES + 12 % PUR).
Inside: 52% PES (Thermolite) + 42% PES + 6% PUR (Lycra)

sizes: M, L

style: unisex

black - logo black - graphics
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Comfortable sporty beanie. Breathable, quick-drying hat which pleasantly retains warmth, for all sorts 
of activities. Fourpart shaped upper part with doubly-elastic headband. All seams elastic and flat.

Close- fitting beanie made from Thermolite knitted fabric with Tecnostretch.

Protective hoody. Reliable face protection for all sorts of activities. 
Anatomically shaped cut. Enlongated and shaped front bottom edge. 
All seams elastic and flat.

Multifunctional scarf made from stretch polyester microfibers. The high elasticity of this material allows it to be used in many 
different ways – as a headband, neck scarf, sweatband, in summer under a helmet etc. etc. A great accessory to your outfit which will 
add to your comfort and protect you in inclement weather outdoors, in the mountains, hiking or cycling, It has an attractive printed 
design with the DIRECTALPINE logo.
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material: weight: 190 g

Eurotex membrane, Nappa-Leather
Insulation: Primaloft® Gold
Lining: 100% Polyester
Reflective details

sizes: S, M, L, XL

style: unisex

material: weight: 240 g

Eurotex membrane, Nappa-Leather
Insulation: Climashield HL 102 g/m2

Lining: 100% Polyester
Reflective details

sizes: S, M, L, XL

style: unisex

material: weight: 117 g

Eurotex softshell - Windproof, Nappa-Leather, Neoprene wristband
Overflap:  Eurotex (waterproof) - 10.000 mm
Lining: 100% Polyester
Reflective details, Smartphone touchfinger
 

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex

material: weight: 72 g

Eurotex membrane
Base: 60% Neoprene, 35% Nylon, 5% Lycra
Palmhand: 100% Artificial Leather, 
with Silicon printing.

sizes: S, M, L, XL

style: unisex

wallis thermo mitt

skisportexpress plus

inn
ova

tio
n

inn
ova

tio
n

Membrane mittens with quality 
Climashield HL 102 g (USA) 
insulation, internal fleece lining. 
Reinforced with leather on 
palms and thumb. One-handed 
drawing in of long edge, strap 
with adjustment for hanging 
up mittens. Wrist adjustment: 
Neoprene cover on edge of 
forearm to prevent heat loss. 
Reflective details. 

Softshell gloves. Antislip reinforcing of palms and 
fingers. Anatomical cut, neoprene end of wrist, highly 
practical membrane cover over top of glove against 
wind and water. Reflective details.

Sports glove made of thin windproof softshell. 
With added elastic material for precise copying 
of arm, hand and fingers reinforced with antislip 
technical fabric. 

Three-finger membrane gloves. 
Internal fleece lining. Reinforced with 
leather on palms and fingers. One-
handed drawing in. Wrist adjustment.
Reflective details. 

design, material

design

membrane overflap
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aztek

black

material: weight: 40 g

100% PAD sizes: uni - 118 cm
2,5 cm width

style: unisex

material: weight: 106 g

100% PAD sizes: uni - 125 cm
3,8 cm width

style: unisex

material: weight: 70 g

97 % PES + 3 % elastan (PUR) sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

style: unisex
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Markus Pucher - Dachstein
(Directalpine test team)

black logo

belt basic beltM
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Strong strap belt with woven motifs and strong metal buckle. Visually impressive strap belt with modern metal buckle and stamped design, 
suitable for travelling and everyday wear.

Adjustable braces intended for Direct Alpine trousers with integrated loops. 
The loops on the trousers are located in such a way that when wearing more 
than one layer you need only pass one pair of braces through all the loops.
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4wayTex®
4WAYTEX is a trademark of Direct Alpine company materials of sandwich construction, which individual 
layers, properly combined, ensure excellent product parametres. SOFTSHELL 4WAYTEX  
is focused for excellent permability of laminate along with maintaining low weight and sufficient wind 
and waterproofness.

Climashield HL
The continuos filament insulation. High loft - High loft provides comfort and thermal efficiency with less 
weight. Compressible - Highly resilient fibers compress easily and bounce back to ultra loft. Warm - 
Traps body heat while moisture wicks away. Durable - Unlike down and other syntetic insulations, this 
high loft insulation is machine-washable and will not clump or shift. Water resistant - Dries quickly  
and maintains warmth even in wet conditions. Hypoallergenic - Unlike down, does not provoke allergies.

Coolmax®

Coolmax® is a high tech fabric specifically and uniquely engineered to keep users dry and comfortable. 
Coolmax® fabrics are made from specially engineered polyester fibres from ADVANSA  
with an increased surface area. This special four-channel or six-channel fibre forms a transport system 
that pulls moisture away from the skin to the outer layer of the fabric.

Cordura®

CORDURA® fabric is durable, versatile and reliable. Constructed using high tenacity fiber technologies.

Dermizax™
Dermizax™ is a 3-layer laminate with a waterproof, windproof, and wicking membrane that is specially 
developed to provide protection against all kinds of weather while remaining as comfortable as possible. 
Dermizax™ membrane is a hydrophilic material that utilizes moving molecules, as opposed to most 
other membranes which have micropores. This offers a number of advantages and makes Dermizax™ 
shell clothing the very best on the market thanks to its high performance and superior durability.

Dynamic soft shell
2-3 layer laminate with excellent permeability. Material developed with particular focus von vapour-
permeability along with low weight and sufficient wind and waterproofnes. Weight-light, flowing laminate 
with inner fleece insulating layer. 

DuPont Sorona – Espol
Sorona® renewably sourced fiber delivers superior performance benefits to sustainable clothing. Fabrics 
that use Sorona® are very soft, very strong and dry quickly. Sorona® helps fabrics stretch comfortably 
and retain their shape. Sorona® contains 37% annually renewable plant-based ingredients by weight.

Freshcool
Freshcool combines 2 technologies into 1 textile. Outside protects the textile from water, dirt and stain. 
Inside moisture from the skin is absorbed and guickly transmit  
to the outside.

Gelanots
Soft and flexible with only thin PU membrane, but advanced in waterproof & windproof & breathability. 
Offering high level of comfort by its hydrophilic monolithic membrane (non porous). Eco – friendly non 
fluorinated fabric. Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan).

Gelanots HB
A polyurethane hydrophilic monolitic membrane with extreme thinness (12 – 15 micron). In addition 
to maintaining the basic features of waterproofness and windproofness, this membrane will keep you 
comfortable under wet and humid conditions through its high breathability up to 39.000 g/m2/24h in B1 
testing. Eco – friendly non fluorinated fabric. Made by Toyota Tsusho (Japan).

Gelanots DryShell
A revolutionary hardshell material which, thanks to a combination of an ultra-thin membrane and  
special lining, achieves extremely high values for breathability (Moisture vapour transition rate up to 
55.600 g/m2/24h) while at same time having a very good water resistance value (hydrostatic head). 
This so-called 3D- effect membrane is based on a combination of a two-fibre mix (nylon + polyester) 
with a special three-dimensional structure which significantly increases the capillary effect. Damp 
is maximally dispersed through the structure of the material and effectively carried to the ultra-thin 
membrane which then ensures its transportation outwards to the surface of the hardshell. This system 
has exhibited top values for breathability (up to 55.600 g/m2/24h) along with very good values for water 
resistance.

Hybrid system
The main aim of the Hybrid system is to find the balance (joining different kinds of materials) or optimal 
functionality of the product (“WWV” – waterproof, windproof, vapour permeability). It is often the case  
of joining membrane and non-membrane materials, completed with functional knitting to optimise  
the functionality.

Hydrophobic Extreme
It is hydrophobic and oleophobic finishing of textiles, be it cloth, webbing or nonwoven textiles.  
A thin nano layer of fluorocarbon is created on the surface making it extremely water-repellent  
and oleophobic. Hydrofobic Extreme finishing developed by NANOMEMBRANE involves every single 
fiber being coated with a thin layer of nanoparticles. The result is an extremely high level of hydrophobic 
and oleophobic finishing that prevents water, wine, coffee or grease from making stains on the surface of 
the textiles or even damaging them. Highly eco friendly - no water used during the treatment of textle.

Pertex® Quantum Air
Pertex® Quantum Air is engineered with increased air permeability to provide a balance between wind 
resistance and breathability.The more openly woven structure of Quantum Air fabrics allows airflow 
through the fabric, which helps to regulate your body heat and keep you comfortable for longer. This 
balance of air permeability and wind resistance means Pertex® Quantum Air fabrics are perfectly suited to 
intense mountain pursuits.

Pertex® Quantum Pro 
Pertex® Quantum Pro uses an ultra thin water resistant coating to provide increased weather resistance 
for extreme conditions.By combining a tightly woven face fabric with a microporous coating, Pertex® 

Quantum Pro delivers a very high level of water resistance whilst remaining lightweight, soft and 
breathable.The increased weather resistance and durable construction means these fabrics are ideal for 
use in cold or damp environments where keeping warm and dry is crucial.

Polartec Alpha
Polartec® Alpha® is the latest evolution of synthetic insulation offering a rare combination of lightweight 
warmth and true breathability in a „puffy“ style garment.  Because Polartec Alpha insulation is highly 
durable and more stable than other synthetic insulation products, more open-construction woven face  
and back fabrics can be selected to create an air permeable package.  This small amount of airflow 
rapidly draws moisture away from the body and allows Polartec Alpha to be worn in a wider range  
of activities compared to classic „vapor barrier“ style insulation.

Polartec® Power Stretch® 

Polartec® Power Stretch® fabrics feature body-hugging 4-way stretch and are very breathable. Many  
of the fabrics feature a proprietary construction with two unique surfaces: the durable, smooth outer layer is 
wind and abrasionresistant; the soft inner layer pulls moisture away from skin keeping dry, warm  
and comfortable.

Polartec® Thermal Pro® 
Polartec® Thermal Pro® was developed to bring a wider variety of styles and performance functionality 
to synthetic fleece technologies. By reengineering our construction methods we created an expansive 
platform of fabric structures with superior benefits over traditional fleece. These unique textures enhance 
the fabric‘s overall efficiency and are the defining reason why synthetic fleece will never go out of style as 
the preferred choice for performance insulation fabrics.

PrimaLoft® Gold Active
PrimaLoft® Gold Active is the highest performing insulation on the market for warmth, water resistance, 
softness and compressibility. PrimaLoft® Gold Active is an ultra-fine microfiber insulation that is as warm, 
soft and lightweight, and is warmer wet or dry than all other insulations.

PrimaLoft® Silver
PrimaLoft® Silver is a premium performance insulation engineered for superior warmth, water resistance, 
loft, softness and compressibility. PrimaLoft® Silver insulation keeps the body warm, dry and comfortable, 
even in extreme conditions.

Richter by Südwolle
100% merino wool made of best quality Sudwolle yarn. Thanks to its unique fibre structure has merino 
unique warmth, ani-bacterial ability and is odour resistant. Absorbed moisture becomes warmer very 
quickly so wet garment does not chill. All listed unique abilities makes Merino garments perfect choise for 
any outdoor activity.

Swing Cool
Soft and comfortable fabric, keeps cool and dry. Long lasting performance – wash after wash.

Tecnostretch
Pontetorto Tecnostretch, is ideal for base and mid layering. The component yarns make the face durable, 
whilst the polyester reverse has both insulation and wicking properties - added elastomer ensures a body 
hugging fit.

NEVER OUT OF STOCK 
Models which you can assume will always been in stock in standard sizes throughout the entire main 
sales season. Stock numbers are under constant monitoring, and if for non-standard, unanticipated 
reasons one of the sizes is sold out, operative additional production is prepared with a delivery period 
of approximately one month from your order. After the season, in the period of any post-season sales, 
it is no longer possible to guarantee full availability.
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promo materials

sticker alpinist
(8 cm) 

sticker climber
(8 cm)

sticker skitour 
(8 cm)

sticker logo
(6 x 2,5 cm) 

door sticker „territory“ - big
(15 x 15 cm) 

flag 4 m 

cardboard screen
(50 x 100 cm)

flag 2 m lunghta flag

cardboard screen
(21 x 29 cm)

marker
EU

marker
CZ

directalpine size chart
mens - jackets, pullovers

mens - pants

womens - jackets, pullovers

womens - pants

XS S M L XL XXL
40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62

Body height 168-174 172-178 176-182 180-186 184-190 188-192

Sleeve 73 76 79 82 85 88

Hip 93 96 100 104 108 112

Chest 89 92 96 100 104 108

XS S M L XL
34 - 36 38 - 40 42 - 44 46 - 48 50 - 52

Body height 157-163 161-167 165-171 169-175 173-179

Sleeve 68 71 74 77 80

Hip 93 96 100 104 108

Chest 88 91 95 99 103

XS S M L XL
34 - 36 38 - 40 42 - 44 46 - 48 50 - 52

Body height 157-163 161-167 165-171 169-175 173-179

Lenght inseam 77 80 83 86 89

Waist 67 70 74 78 82

Hip 93 96 100 104 108

Jeans size 26 28 29 31 32

      Version SHORT: Lenght inseam M -4cm, L -6cm, XL -8cm
      Tolerance +/- 1 cm

XS S M L XL XXL
40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62

Body height 168-174 172-178 176-182 180-186 184-190 188-192

Lenght inseam 79 81 84 87 90 92

Waist 75 78 82 86 90 94

Hip 93 96 100 104 108 112

Jeans size 30 31 32 34 35 37

       Version SHORT: Lenght inseam M/L -4 cm, XL -6 cm, XXL -8 cm
     Tolerance +/- 1 cm

S M L XL
Palm circuit 19 20,5 22 23,5gloves S M L

Head 40-50 47-55 55-65caps
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www.directalpine.com
facebook.com   /directalpine - CZ

              /directalpine.de - DE

       instagram.com /directalpinecz

Kateřinská 138, Liberec 17
Czech Republic (EU)

Colours in this brochure may differ from actual product colours.
Product weights are taken as a guide.
All information correct at the time of press.
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and produced in Europe.

EUROPEAN UNION
European Regional Development Fund
Operational Programme Entreprise
and Innovations for Competitiveness

„Special thanks to: Günther Göberl, Vaclav Labus, Lukas Resl, Karolina Bendova, 
Radek Jedlicka, Jarda Kamin, Ales Tosenovsky, Zdenek „Hacek“ Hak 
and to our wifes, mothers and children 
for the patience with our passion to DIRECTALPINE.“
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